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The descending chain of normal subgroups N0, iVi, • • • , Ni, • • • of the

group G is said to be a central chain(l) of G if Ni-i/Ni is, for positive *, part

of the center of G/N¡. This is equivalent to the requirement

(1) (G, Ni-i) = Ni for 0 < i,

if we define (U, V), for i/and F subgroups of G, as the subgroup generated by

all the commutators (u, v)=u~xv~luv for u in U and v in V. A central chain is

clearly minimal if we substitute equality for the inequality just mentioned.

It is obvious that a minimal central chain is completely determined by its

first member, and that every normal subgroup N of G is the first term of the

minimal central chain ,Ar, defined inductively as follows :

(2) oN = N,       iN = (G, ,_iA0 for positive i.

We shall refer to this chain ¿A7 as the minimal central chain of G, determined

by AT.
A special example is the well known lower central chain of G which we de-

note by *G; it is in our terminology the minimal central chain of G, deter-

mined by G. Every central chain N{ is related to the lower central chain of G

by the following important inequality :

(3)(2) CG, N¿ = Ni+j+i.

It is furthermore easily deduced by complete induction from (2) that

(4) iN — *G for every N and every i.

It is clear that i-iN/tN is part of the center of G/iN, and thus G/.A7 is a

so-called central extension of i-iN/iN by G/i-iN. Thus the theory of central

extensions will be of paramount importance for this investigation. It will be

necessary to introduce new concepts into this theory and to obtain new re-

sults, and some of these seem to be of interest independent of the objects for

which they are introduced here.

Presented to the Society, September 17, 1945; received by the editors November 20,1944.

(1) This concept is due to P. Hall [l J. Numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography at

the end of the paper.

(2) For a proof of this inequality see, for example, Zassenhaus [l, p. 120].
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The two fundamental results of this investigation may be stated shortly

as follows: If G/N is a finite group, then *G/¿iV is finite for every positive i;

if N is a normal subgroup of the free group G, then the manifold of all the

groups 'G/W such that iN/i+iN is the direct product of W/i+\N and

(iNf~\i+xG)/i+iN is (in a certain sense) a homomorphic image of the mani-

fold of all the abelian extensions of (,-iVfV+1G)/1+1./V by <G/(<iV<+1G). The im-
portance of these results stems from the fact that, for free G, the groups

'G/iN, Hi/dN^G) and (<2VrV+1G)/,+i.W are known (3) to be invariants of the

group G/N; and that the groups 'G/W may be considered as generalizations

of I. Schur's "Darstellungsgruppen." Though superficially these two results

may look rather disconnected, the means of proof are very similar, and in

particular some criteria on the "splitting of central extensions" will be power-

ful tools for both proofs.

We have written this second part of our investigation concerning the rep-

resentations of groups as quotient groups in such a way that it may be under-

stood without any knowledge of the first part. In this first part we have

introduced the lower central series of a group G relative to a normal subgroup

N of G, and this concept is identical with the present concept of "minimal

central chain." We have given only a rather sketchy discussion of this concept

in the first part, and the present investigation may help to fill this gap.

1. Central factor sets and the structure of N/(G, N). The study of

N/(G, N) is closely connected with the investigation of central extensions.

Thus we recall the main concepts of the latter theory(4). The group G is

said to be a central extension of the group Z by the group £ if Z is part of

the center of G and if G/Z is isomorphic to the group £. Denote by r(x) a

representative of the coset of G/Z which corresponds to the element x in E,

but let r(l) = 1. Then the elements/(x, y) =r(x)r(y)r(xy)~x forx, y in £ belong

to Z, and they satisfy the relations:

(5) /(*, 1) = /(l, y) - 1,       /(*, y)f(xy, z) = f(y, z)f(x, yz).

This function f(x, y) is a central factor set of £ in the abelian group Z which

is realized by the extension G of Z by E, and the central extension G of Z

by E is completely determined by this central factor set. We note furthermore

that every function satisfying (5) is termed a central factor set of £ in Z,

and that every central factor set of E in Z may be realized by one and essen-

tially only one central extension of Z by E.

Assume now that the representatives r(x) of the cosets of G/Z have been

selected in such a way that G is generated by them(6). Then there exist, to

every element z in Z, elements xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn in £ such that z = r(xx) ■ • • r(xn).

It  follows  readily   from   the   definition   of   the    elements   f(x,y)    that

(3) For a sketch of a proof see Baer [4] (or Part I of this investigation).

(4) For details of this theory, see, for example, Zassenhaus [l].

(6) This hypothesis is not always satisfied. A simple example is G = Ztí 1.
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z = z'r(xi ■ ■ ■ xn)=z'r(e) where z' is a product of suitable elements f(u, v).

But z and z' are both in Z. Hence r(e) is the representative of Z, proving that

e = 1 and that therefore r(e) = 1 or z=z'. Thus we have shown that Z is gen-

erated by the elements fix, y) if G is generated by the representatives rix).

Noting now that G/(N, G) is a central extension of N/iN, G) by G/N, we

obtain the following fact.

Theorem 1. If N is a normal subgroup of the group G, and if there exists a

set of representatives of the cosets, not N, of G/N which generates G/iN, G), then

the central extension G/iN, G) of N/iN, G) by G/N is determined by a central

factor set which generates N/iN, G).

Remark 1. It is impossible to omit the hypothesis of the existence of a set

of representatives of G/N which generates G/iN, G). This may be seen from

the following general considerations. Let M be a normal subgroup of a group

H, and let K be some group. Denote by G the direct product of H and K,

and by N the direct product of M and K. Then G/N and H/M are isomorphic

groups, and (G, N) is the direct product of (H, M) and iK, K), so that

N/(G, N) is the direct product of M/(H, M) and K/(K, K). But the nature

of this second factor is completely independent of the structure of G/N.

To show that the assertion of Theorem 1 cannot be improved, we consider

the free central factor set of a group E. To define this denote by E* the abelian

group generated by elements/(#, y) for x, y in E, subject to the relations (5).

The elements f(x, y) then form the desired free central factor set.

Theorem 2. If N is a normal subgroup of the free group G, and if there exists

a set of representatives of the cosets, not N, of G/N which is at the same time a free

set of generators of G, then N/(G, N) is generated by the free central factor set of

G/N, and this free central factor set is realized by the central extension G/(G, N)

ofN/(G,N)byG/N.

Proof. If E = G/N, then there exists a central extension G* of E* by E

which realizes the free central factor setf(x, y) of E in E*. Hence there exists

a set of representatives r*(x) such that fix, y)=r*ix)r*iy)r*ixy)~1 for x, y

in E, and r*(l) = l. There exists furthermore a set of representatives r(x) of

the cosets of G/N such that the elements rix) for xj¿ 1 form a free set of gen-

erators of the free group G. There exists finally one and only one homomor-

phism of G upon G* by which r(x) is mapped upon r*(x). This homomorphism

maps (G, N) upon 1 and N upon E*, since it maps, by Theorem 1, a factor

set generating N/iG, N) just upon the elements fix, y). Thus it follows that

(N, G) is the kernel(6) of this homomorphism, and now our contention is

readily verified.

Remark 2. Every group may be represented in the form G/N for G a free

(6) The kernel of a homomorphism consists of the elements mapped upon 1 by this homo-

morphism.
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group possessing a free set of generators which is at the same time a set of

representatives of the cosets, not N, of G/N. Thus Theorem 2 (or the exist-

ence of the central extension G* of E* by £) shows the impossibility of im-

proving Theorem 1.

If J is the additive group of real numbers modulo 1, then the characters

of an abelian group are just its homomorphisms into J.

Corollary. The character group of E* and the group of central factor sets

of Ein J are essentially the same.

Proof. If f(x, y) is the free central factor set of the group E in £*, then

f(x, y) generates £*. Thus a character of £* is 0 if, and only if, it maps/ (x, y)

upon 1. It is an immediate consequence of the definition of E* and of a factor

set that every character maps f(x, y) upon a central factor set of £ in J, and

from a previous remark we deduce that different characters map f(x, y) upon

different factor sets. It is an immediate consequence of the definition of E*

that every factor set of £ in / is obtained in this fashion, and this completes

the proof.

This theorem is a counterpart to a theorem of Eilenberg-MacLane [l, 2];

see Remark 2 of §2 below. For an interesting improvement upon the above

result cp. Corollary 2 of §3 below.

2. Central transformation sets and the structure of [(G, G)f~\N]/(G, N).

If t(x) is, for every element x in the group E, an element in the abelian group

Z, and if i(l) = l, then t(x, y)=t(x)t(y)t(xy)~x is easily seen to be a central

factor set of £ in Z. Every central factor set that may be represented in this

fashion is termed a central transformation set of E in Z. If G is the central ex-

tension of Z by £ which is determined by the central factor set/(re, y), then a

necessary and sufficient condition for Z to be a direct factor of G is that

f(x, y) be a central transformation set of E in Z. Two central factor sets

a(x, y) and b(x, y) of £ in Z determine essentially the same central extension

of Z by E if, and only if, a(x, y)b(x, y)~l is a central transformation set of £

in Z, and any two central factor sets meeting this requirement are termed

associate central factor setsC).

Lemma 1. If the group G is a central extension of the group Z by the group E,

and if the subgroup RofG is generated by a set of representatives r(x) of the cosets

ofG/Z(r(l) = l),then:
(i) R(~\Z is generated by the factor set r(x)r(y)r(xy)~x.

(ii) (G,G) = (£,£).
(iii) (G,G)r\ZSRC\Z.

Proof, (i) is a consequence of Theorem 1 of §1, since £ is a central exten-

sion of R(~\Z by £ which is generated by a set of representatives of the cosets

of R/(Rf\Z). If g, h are elements in G, then there exist elements g', h' in Z

(') See footnote 4.
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and elements g", h" in E such that g=g'r(g") and h = h'r(h"). Since Z is

part of the center of G, we have clearly {g, h) = (r(g"), r(h")). This proves (ii),

and (iii) is an immediate consequence of (ii).

If H and K are central extensions of the groups U and V respectively by

the same group E, then the homomorphism 77 of H into K is said to induce

the identity in E, if the cosets Ux and Vxi correspond, for every x in H, to

the same element in E.

Lemma 2. If G is a central extension of the group Z by the group E, and if 77

is a homomorphism of tfie group Z into the abelian group Y, then there exists a

homomorphism of G into an essentially uniquely determined central extension F

of Y by E which induces r¡ in Z and the identity in E.

Proof. If r(x) is, for every x in E, an element in the coset of G/Z which

corresponds to the element x in E, and if r(\) = 1, then the central extension G

of Z by E is determined by the central factor set/(x, y) =r(x)r(y)r(xy)~x of

E in Z. Clearly f(x, y)* is a central factor set of E in Y, and it determines

uniquely a central extension F of F by E. It is possible to select in the coset

of F/Y which corresponds to the element x in E an element /(x) such that

¿(1) = 1 and fix, y)i = tix)tiy)tixy)~l. Clearly there exists one and only one

homomorphism k of G into F which maps r{x) upon t{x) and which induces 77

in Z. Now it is obvious how to complete the proof.

Theorem 1. If G is the central extension of the group Z by the group E which

is determined by the central factor set fix, y) of E in Z, then the following proper-

ties of the subgroup S of Z imply each other.

(i) (G, G)nz = s.
(ii) There exists an abelian group T which contains Z/S such that 5/(x, y)

is a central transformation set of E in T.

Proof. From our hypothesis we infer the existence of an element rix) in

the coset of G/Z which corresponds to the element x in E such that r(l) = l

and/(x, y) = r(x)r(y)r(xy)_1.

If (i) holds true, then S(G, G)PiZ = 5((G, G)C\Z)=S. Hence T = G/iG, G)S
is an abelian group whose subgroup ZiG, G)S/{G, G)S is essentially the same

as Z/{Zr\{G, G)S)=Z/S. If /(x) = (G, G)Srix), /(x)i(y)/(xy)-1= (G, G)Sfix, y),
and now it is evident that (ii) is a consequence of (i).

If (ii) holds true, then denote by 77 the homomorphism of Z into F which

maps the element s in Z upon the element Sz in F. We deduce from Lemma

2 the existence of a central extension F of F by F and the existence of a homo-

morphism 0 of G into F which induces 77 in Z and which maps r{x) upon an

element in the coset of F/T which corresponds to the element x in E. From

(ii) we infer now that/(x, y)*=/(x, y)' is a central transformation set of E in

T. Since/(x, y)* is a central factor set of E in F which determines the central

extension F of T by E, it follows now that F is a direct factor of F. Conse-
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quently we deduce from the commutativity of £ or from Lemma 1 that

(£, F)r\T=l. But (G, GY^(F, F) and Z* = T imply now that ((G, G)DZY
^(G, G)*fYZ*^(£, F)r\T=l. Consequently (G, G)C\Z is part of the kernel

5 of 77, as we desired to prove.

Corollary 1(8). If G is the central extension of the group Z by the group E

which is determined by the central factor set f(x, y) of E in Z, then the following

properties of the homomorphism 77 of Z into the abelian group A imply each other.

(0 ((G,G)nzY = i.
(ii) There exists an abelian group T which contains A such that f(x, y)' is

a central transformation set of E in T.

Proof. We denote by S the kernel of the homomorphism 77 of Z. Since the

subgroup Z' of A and the quotient group Z/S are isomorphic groups, we may

deduce from condition (i) and from Theorem 1 the existence of an abelian

group B which contains Zn such that f(x, y)' is a central transformation set

of £ in B. We may consider A and B subgroups of an abelian group £ such

that .i4£ = £ and AH\B = Z', and this shows that (ii) is a consequence of (i).

That (i) is conversely a consequence of (ii) is an immediate consequence of

Theorem 1 applied to the kernel 5 of 77.

Remark 1. It is clearly impossible to deduce from (i) of Corollary 1 the

fact that/Ox;, y)" is a central transformation set of £ in A, since an abelian

extension of the group A by an abelian group need not contain A as a direct

factor.

Remark 2. If we apply this Corollary 1 upon the corollary of §1, then we

see that the characters of Z which map (G, G)C\Z upon 1 are just those char-

acters which map/(x, y) upon a central transformation set of E in J. Thus we

obtain the connection between (Ni~\(II, H))/(H, N) and the group of central

extensions of J by 11/N, for N a normal subgroup of the group II, which has

been established by Eilenberg-MacLane [l, 2].

Theorem 2. // N is a normal subgroup of the group G, and if G/(G, G) is

a free abelian group, then N/[Nf~\(G, G)] is a free abelian group, and

[NC\(G, G)]/(N, G) is a direct factor of N/(N, G).

Proof. The group N/[NH\(G, G)] is isomorphic to the subgroup

N(G, G)/(G, G) of G/(G, G). The latter group is a free abelian group, and

the subgroups of free abelian groups are known to be free abelian groups(9).

This proves our first assertion of which the second one is an immediate con-

sequence.

Lemma 3. Suppose that M and N are normal subgroups of the group G. Then

MN/M is a direct factor of G/M if, and only if, there exists a normal subgroup S

of G such that M = S and NC\M = NC\S, SN = G.

(8) Theorem 2 of §6 constitutes an essential generalization of this result.

(9) Proofs of this result may be found in Baer [2] or Lefschetz [l ].
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Proof. MN/M is a direct factor of G/M if, and only if, there exists a

normal subgroup S oí G which contains M and which satisfies SN = G and

Sr\MN = M. But Sr\MN = MiSr\N), since M = S. Thus SHiVáM is a nec-
essary and sufficient condition for M=S(~\MN. From M^S we deduce

finally that Sr\N = Mf}N is equivalent to SC\N~ M, and this completes the

proof.

Theorem 3. If N is a normal subgroup of the group G, and if N/iN, G) is

the direct product of [(G, G)f~\N]/(N, G) and the subgroup S, then the following

conditions imply each other.

(i) S is a direct factor of G/iN, G).

(ii) N(G, G)/(G, G) is a direct factor of G/(G, G).

Proof. We note first that N(G, G)/(N, G) is the direct product of S and

of (G, G)/(N, G). If (i) is satisfied by S, then G/(N, G) is the direct product

of S and of a subgroup F. Since the cross cut of 5 and (G, G)/(N, G) is 1, it

follows that F contains (G, G)/(A7", G). The cross cut of T and N(G, G)/(N, G)

is therefore (G, G)/(N, G). Hence G/(G, G) is the direct product of

N(G, G)/(G, G) and of T/[(G, G)/(N, G)].
Suppose conversely that (ii) is satisfied by G and N. Then we deduce from

Lemma 3 the existence of a normal subgroup V of G/(N, G) which contains

(G, G)/(N, G), satisfies V[N/(N, G)]=G/(N, G) and whose cross cut with

N/(N, G) equals the cross cut of N/(N, G) and of (G, G)/(N, G). But the lat-

ter cross cut is equal to [(G, G)Í~}N]/(N, G). This implies in particular that

Sr\V=\. Since F contains (G, G)/(N, G), and since N/(N, G) is the product

of 5 and [Nf~\(G, G)]/(N, G), we infer that SV contains N/(N, G), proving

that G/(N, G) is the direct product of S and V.

Corollary 2. If N is a normal subgroup of G, and if G/(G, G) is a free

abelian group, then the following two properties of N imply each other.

(i) G/(N, G) is the direct product of a subgroup S of N/(N, G) and of a

group T satisfying TC\[N/(N, G)]=[Nn(G, G)]/(N, G).
(ii) G/N(G, G) is a free abelian group.

Proof. It is a consequence of Theorem 2 that N/(N, G) is the direct prod-

uct of [N(~}(G, G)]/(N, G) and of a subgroup 5. If furthermore condition (ii)

is satisfied by N, then N(G, G)/(G, G) is obviously a direct factor of G/(G, G),

and we deduce from Theorem 3 that G/(N, G) is the direct product of 5 and

of a subgroup F. Since 1 is the cross cut of S and of (G, G)/(N, G), it follows

that (G, G)/(N, G) is part of T, and now it is clear that S and F meet the re-

quirements of condition (i).

Suppose conversely that (i) is satisfied byN. Then Fcontains (G, G)/(N, G),

since the cross cut of 5 and (G, G)/(N, G) is 1. Hence G/(G, G) is the direct

product of T/[(G, G)/(N, G)] and of N(G, G)/(N, G), if we remember that

N(G, G)/(N, G) is the direct product of 5 and (G, G)/(N, G). Thus G/N(G, G)
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is isomorphic to a subgroup of G/(G, G). But G/(G, G) is a free abelian group

and subgroups of free abelian groups are known(10) to be free abelian groups.

Hence (ii) is a consequence of (i).

Remark 3. Condition (ii) is satisfied whenever G is a free group and

N^(G, G). Thus our Corollary 2 can be applied when considering the sub-

groups ,-iV for 0 <i and N a normal subgroup of a free group. See the theorem

of §5 below.

Remark 4. The following special case of Corollary 2 is of some interest,

though a direct proof of it would be rather simple. Suppose that the group

G/N is equal to its commutator subgroup. Then N(G, G) = G so that condition

(ii) is certainly satisfied, showing that G/(N, G) is the direct product of

(G, G)/(N, G) and of a subgroup 5 of N/(N, G), provided G/(G, G) is a free
abelian group.

3. The free central extension. If £* is the abelian group which is gener-

ated by the free central factor set of the group £, then there exists one and

essentially only one central extension £of the group E* by the group £ which

realizes the free central factor set of E in E*. This extension £ of E* by E

shall be termed the free central extension by the group E. It is an immediate

consequence of Theorem 2 in §1 that G/(N, G) is the free central extension

of the group G/N if N is a normal subgroup of the free group G, and if there

exists a set of representatives of the cosets, not N, of G/N which is at the

same time a free set of generators of G. Since in this case G/(G, G) is a free

abelian group, we deduce from Theorem 2 of §2 the following fact.

Theorem 1. If E* is generated by the free central factor set of the group E,

and if F is the free central extension (of the group E*) by the group E, then E* is

the direct product of E*C\(F, F) and of a free abelian group.

If 5 is a subgroup of E* such that £* is the direct product of S and

E*r\(F, F), then S is a normal subgroup of £, and we shall term F/S a reduced

free central extension by E. It is not difficult to deduce from Corollary 2 of §2

the fact that there exists essentially only one reduced free central extension

by E, if £/(£, £) is a free abelian group. In general, however, no such unique-

ness theorem is true. For a survey of the types of reduced free central exten-

sions, see §7 below.

Corollary 1. If H is a central extension of the group Z by the group E,

then the following properties of H imply each other.

(a) Z^(H,H).

(b) There exists a homomorphism of a suitable reduced free central extension

by E upon H which induces the identity in E.

Proof. If Z^(H, H), then it follows from Lemma 1 of §2 that every set

of representatives of the cosets, not Z, of H/Z generates H. Consequently

(10) See footnote 9.
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there exists a homomorphism 77 of the free central extension F by F upon H

which induces the identity in E and which maps E* upon Z. (This may either

be verified directly, or it may be deduced from Theorem 1 of §1 and Lemma 2

of §2.) The kernel ii of 77 is clearly a subgroup of E*. From H= Fi we deduce

E*i = Z-=(H, H) = (F, F)i, and this implies Z=((F, F)f\E*)\ since E* is

the inverse image of Z under 77; and since the subgroup K of E* is the kernel

of 77, it follows that E* = ((F, F)C\E*)K. It is a consequence of Theorem 1

that E*/((F, F)HE*) = ((F, F)C\E*)K/((F, F)C\E*) is a free abelian group.

But this group is isomorphic to K/(KC\(F, F)r\E*)=K/(KC\(F, F)). This
implies that K is the direct product of Kf~}(F, F) and of a free abelian group

S, and E* is therefore the direct product of (F, F)C\E* and of the free abelian

subgroup S of K. Clearly F/S is a reduced free central extension by E, and

the homomorphism of F/S upon H which consists in the mapping of Sx upon

(Sx)i = xi meets all the requirements of (b), showing that (b) is a conse-

quence of (a).

If F is a subgroup of E* such that E* is the direct product of T and

(F, F)C\E*, then the commutator subgroup of the reduced free central ex-

tension F/T is (F, F)T/T, and this group certainly contains E*/T. Hence (a)

is satisfied by the reduced free central extensions, and from this fact one infers

immediately that (a) is a consequence of (b).

Remark 1. I. Schur(u) has connected with every finite group E certain

groups which he terms "Darstellungsgruppen" of E. It is an immediate con-

sequence of Corollary 1 that Schur's concept coincides with our concept of a

reduced free central extension by E. Thus it follows from one of Schur's re-

sults that the reduced free central extensions are not uniquely determined

by E. On the other hand he had already shown that both (F, F) and

E*C\(F, F) are invariants of the group E. The latter of these invariants he

had called the "Multiplikator" of E(12).

Corollary 2. The group of central transformation sets of E in J is a direct

factor of the group of central factor sets of E in J.

Proof. It is a consequence of the corollary of §1 that the group of central

factor sets of E in / is essentially the same as the character group of E*. It

is a consequence of Theorem 1 that E* is the direct product of a free abelian

group 5 and of (F, F)C\E*. Denote by L' the group of those characters of E*

which annihilate 5 and by L" the group of those characters of E* which an-

nihilate (F, F)P\£*. Then the character group of E* is the direct product of

V and L". It is a consequence of Corollary 1 of §2 that L" consists of exactly

those characters of E* which map the free central factor set of E upon a

(") Asana-Shoda [l], Miller [l, 2] and I. Schur [l, 2].
('*) Thus the invariance theorem of Schur is equivalent, at least for finite groups, to the

invariance theorem of Hopf [l]. From a different point of view the multiplicator has been in-

vestigated by Clifford-MacLane [l ].
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central transformation set of £ in /. Thus L" is essentially the same as the

group of central transformation sets of £ in /, and this group is therefore a

direct factor of the group of central factor sets of £ in J.

Theorem 2. The following three properties of a group E, the group E* which

is generated by the free central factor set of E, and the free central extension F of

E* by E imply each other.

(a) £ is finite.
(b) E* is generated by a finite number of elements.

(c) E*/(E*C\(F, £)) is generated by a finite number of elements.

Proof. It is obvious that (a) implies (b) and that (b) implies (c). Suppose

finally that £ be infinite. Then we construct the free central Iransformation

set of E as follows : Denote by £ a free abelian group whose rank equals the

number of elements, not 1, in E. Then there exists a 1:1 map l(x) of the ele-

ments xt^I in £ upon a basis of £. Put t(l) = 1, and let t(x, y) = t(x)t(y)t(xy)~x

for x, y in £. Then t(x, y) is the desired free central transformation set of E.

There exists clearly a homomorphism 77 of E* into £ which maps the free cen-

tral factor set of £ upon t(x, y). It is a consequence of Corollary 1 of §2

that (E*C\(F, £))" = 1. Consider the elements t(x, x~x) = t(x)t(x~x). Clearly

t(x, x~x)=t(x~x, x). But the different ones among these elements t(x, x~x) are

readily seen to form an infinite independent subset (of elements of order 0)

of £. Thus £*'= [E*/(E*C\(F, £))]' cannot be generated by a finite number

of elements if £ is infinite, and this shows that (a) is a consequence of (c).

Theorem 3. If N is a normal subgroup of finite index n of G, then

((G, G)(~\N)/(N, G) is a finite group the orders of whose elements are divisors

of n.

Proof. If E = G/N, then it is readily deduced from Lemma 1 of §2 that

((G, G)r\N)/(G, N) is a homomorphic image of £*Pi(£, £) where £ is the

free central extension by E. Map every element in E* upon its nth power. It

is well known(13) that this endomorphism maps the free central factor set of E

upon a central transformation set in E*. Hence we deduce from Corollary 1

of §2 that (E*f\(F, £))- = 1. We infer from Theorem 2 that E* and therefore

E*f~\(F, F) are abelian groups which are generated by a finite number of ele-

ments, and Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of these facts.

Remark 2. It has been pointed out in Remark 1 that£*r^(£, £) is I. Schur's

multiplicator of the group £ whose finiteness, for finite £, has been shown by

I. Schur. A considerable extension of Theorem 3 will be given in §6 below.

It should be noted that the converse statement is false, since the multiplica-

tor of an infinite cyclic group is 1.

Corollary 3. If E is finite, then £*P>(£, £) is the subgroup of the elements

of finite order in E*.

(13) For a proof, see Zassenhaus [l, Satz 24, p. 125].
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This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 3.

Corollary 4. The quotient groups G/iN, for N a normal subgroup of G,

are all finite if, and only if, G/N and N(G, G)/(G, G) are finite.

Proof. Since N(G, G)/(G, G) is isomorphic to N/(Nr\(G, G)), it is a homo-

morphic image of the subgroup N/(N, G) of G/iN. This shows the necessity

of the second condition whereas the necessity of the first condition is a con-

sequence of G/oN = G/N.

Assume now that the conditions are satisfied. Then G/oN is finite; and

thus we may make the induction hypothesis that G/i-iN, for positive i, be

finite. Let M=(-iN. Then (M, G) = iN. Since G/M is finite, we deduce from

Theorem 3 the finiteness of ((G, G)(~\M)/(M, G). If Ki, then M^(G, G)

or M=(G, G)C\M, proving the finiteness of M/(M, G). If *—1, then M = N,

and M/(MC\(G, G))=N/(NC\(G, G)) is finite since it is isomorphic to the

group A^G, G)/N which is finite by hypothesis. Hence M/(M, G) is finite in

every case. From our induction hypothesis we deduce the finiteness of G/M,

and thus we have shown that G/(M, G) = G/iN is finite, as we desired to show.

Remark 3. If G is the direct product of a finite group E and an infinite

abelian group N, then G/N is finite, though G/(N, G) is infinite, showing the

indispensability of the second condition.

If G is infinite and 2V= 1, then ¿_iA7'/,A7' is finite for every i, showing that

the finiteness of G/N is not a necessary condition for the finiteness of the

groups i-iN/iN.

Remark 4. In §6 we shall obtain a more general theorem of which Corol-

lary 4 will be shown to be a special case.

By letting N=(G, G) in Corollary 4 we obtain the following interesting

special case.

Corollary 4'. All the quotient groups G/'G are finite if, and only if,

G/(G, G) is finite.

As an application of Corollary 4' we prove a characterization of finite nil-

potent groups. Let us note first the well known facts that a finite group G

is termed nilpotent whenever G is the direct product of ^-groups, and that

a finite group G is nilpotent if, and only if, G is of finite class (*'G = 1 for

some i).

Theorem 4. The group G is a finite nilpotent group if, and only if, G/(G, G)

is finite and there exists an integer i such that *G = 1.

Proof. The necessity of our conditions is an obvious consequence of the

classical results mentioned just now. If conversely the conditions are satisfied,

then it follows from Corollary 4' that G = G/'G is a finite group, and that

finite groups of finite class are nilpotent, as has been mentioned before.

4. The generating bilinear form of iN/i+iN. If u is an element in G and v
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an element in <_iiV, for positive i, then their commutator (u, v) belongs to iN,

and iN is generated by these commutators. Since iN/i+xN is part of the center

of G/i+1N, it is possible to verify the following congruences(14) :

(«, v'v") = (u, v')(u, v") modulo i+lN, for v', v" in ,-_iiV;

(u'u", v) = («', v)(u", v) modulo i+xN, for v in i^xN.

From formula (3) and from the definition of ,+iiV we deduce

((G,G), ,-_iA0 = CG, i-xN) g i+xN = (G, {N).

Hence it follows from (6') that

u' = u" modulo (G, G) implies (u', v) = (u", v) modulo i+xN;

ï' = v" modulo iN implies (u, v') = (u, v") modulo i+xN;

provided v, v', v" are in ,-_iiV.

We define the generating bilinear form bi(x, y) of iN/i+xN by the formula:

bi((G,G)u, iNv) = i+xN(u,v)

for « in G and v in ,-_iiV. It is a consequence of (6") that &,-(*, y) is a single-

valued function of its two variables, the first variable ranging over G/(G, G)

and the second one over ,-_1Ar/t-iV. It has been remarked before that the values

of bi(x, y) generate iN/i+xN,'and the bilinearity of 6,-(¡c, y) is contained in (6').

The forms Ô,- meet further requirements beyond those already enumerated.

We mention two.

(7') ¿i((G, G), w, xNw) = 1 for w in N.

This is an obvious consequence of (w, w) = l. It clearly cannot be deduced

from the bilinearity, since N may contain elements w which are not contained

in (G, G).

(1")        bi(x, y) = 1 for x in N(G, G)/(G, G) and y in [*_,# C\ K}]/iN.

We deduce from formula (3) the inequality (N, iG)á,+iiV, and (7") is

an immediate consequence of this inequality. Again it is clear that (7") can-

not be derived from the bilinearity of b,.

From the definitions of ¿iV and 'G one readily deduces the following in-

equality.

h(G/(G, G), d-xN i\ <G)/iN) = UN A »H^/t^N for 0 < i.

It would be interesting to obtain general criteria for equality.

The following theorem takes up a question touched upon at the end of §2

which will be of importance for an application in §7.

Theorem. Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of the free group G and

(u) Baer [4], Hall [l].
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thal(u) 0<i. Put E = G/iN and denote by E* the group which is generated by

the free central factor set f(x, y) of E and by F the free central extension of E*

by E. Then :
(a) F is the direct product of a subgroup S of E* and of a group T satisfying

Tr\E* = E*r\(F,F).
(b) If the subgroups S and T of F meet the requirement (a), then there exists

an isomorphism of T upon G/i+iN which induces the identity in E = T/(Ti\E*)

and which maps Tf~\E* upon (N/i+iN.

(c) If t(x, y) is a central factor set of E in iN/i+iN which defines the central

extension G/i+iN of iN/i+iN by E, and if s(x, y) is a central factor set of E in

the abelian group Z, then there exists a homomorphism 77 of iN/i+iN into Z such

that s(x, y) and t(x,y)i are associate in Z.

Proof. From 0<i we infer {Ng(G, G). Hence (E, E) = (G, G)/,N so that

E/(E, E) and G/(G, G) are isomorphic groups. But the latter one is a free

abelian group, since G is a free group. Hence E/(E, E) is a free abelian group.

From 0<i we infer that M=iN/i+iN is generated by the values of the

generating bilinear form 5¿(x, y) for x in G/(G, G) and y in i-iN/iN. Conse-

quently H = G/i+iN is generated by a set of representatives of the cosets,

not M, of H/M. Hence we infer from Theorem 1 of §1 the existence of a cen-

tral factor set h(x, y) of E in M which defines the central extension H oî M

by E and whose values generate M.

Since F/E*(F, F) and E/(E, E) are essentially the same groups, we infer

from the result of the first paragraph of this proof that F/E*(F, F) is a free

abelian group. Since F is the free central extension by E, it follows from a

remark made at the beginning of §3 that F/(F, F) is a free abelian group.

Hence we may infer from Corollary 2 of §2 the existence of subgroups 5

and F of F which meet the requirements of (a). Thus (a) is proven. Let us

note the following consequence of Theorem 3 of §2 : If E* is the direct product

of E*C\(F, F) and a subgroup S, then there exists a subgroup F such that S

and T meet the requirements of (a).

Assume now that S and F are any couple of subgroups of F which meet

the requirements of (a). Since E* is commutative, so is 5. Hence (F, F) — T.

Since f(x, y) is the free central factor set of E, and since M is generated by

the values of the central factor set h(x, y) of E in M, there exists a homo-

morphism of E* upon M which maps the element/(x, y) upon h(x, y). It is

readily verified (see the proof of Lemma 2 of §2) that there exists a homo-

morphism a of F upon H which induces this homomorphism of E* upon M

and which induces the identity in E. Thus F" = H, E*" = M and f(x, y)a

= h(x, y). Since G is a free group, it is easy to construct a homomorphism <p

of G into F which induces the identity in E. Clearly {N*^E*. But E* is part

(l5) The situation is altogether different for i = 0. A discussion of this case is given in Corol-

lary 2 of §2.
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of the center of £ and hence ,-+iiV* = 1. Thus a homomorphism ß of H into £

is induced by <p, and ß induces the identity in E and maps M into £*. This

implies in particular F = E*Hß and Mß = E*(~\Hß. If an element belongs to a

coset of H/M which corresponds to the element x of E, then it is mapped by ß

upon an element in £ whose coset modulo E* corresponds to x too, and a

like statement applies to a. Thus reciprocal isomorphisms between H/M and

£/£* are induced by ß and a. Since (H, M) = l and (£, £*) = 1, this implies(16)

that ß and a induce reciprocal isomorphisms between (H, H) and (£, £).

From 0<i we infer iN^(G, G) and therefore M^(H, H). From (£, £)^£

we deduce now M¿ (H, H) = (£, F)a^Ta. Since elements in £ represent all

the cosets of £/£*, and since a induces an isomorphism of £/£* upon the

whole group H/M, every coset of H/M is represented by elements in T",

and thus we have shown that H= Ta. If the element w in £ is mapped upon

1 by a, then the coset E*w is mapped upon 1 by the isomorphism upon H/M

which a induces in £/£*. Hence E* = E*w and w belongs to E*. But

Tf^E* = E*i\(F, £), and a has been shown to induce an isomorphism in

(£, £). Hence w" = 1 for w in T implies w = 1, proving that a is an isomorphism

of £ upon if which meets all the requirements of (b), since E* is mapped by a

upon M. This completes the proof of (b).

If t(x, y) is a central factor set of E in M which defines the central exten-

sion £ of iii by £, then t(x, y)"'1 is a central factor set of £ in (£, F)C\E*

= E*P\T which defines the central extension £ of E*(~\T by E. Since £ is

the direct product of £ and of a subgroup 5 of £*, it follows now that/(x:, y)

and t(x, y)a~ =r(x, y) are associate central factor sets of E in £*. If Z is

some abelian group, and if s(x, y) is a central factor set of E in Z, then there

exists a homomorphism k of E* into Z such that f(x, y)* = s(x, y) for x, y

in E, since f(x, y) is the free central factor set of E. But this implies that

r(x, y)K and s(x, y) are associate central factor sets of £ in Z. Thus arxK in-

duces a homomorphism of M into Z which maps t(x, y) upon the factor set

r(x, y)' which is associate to s(x, y) in Z, and this completes the proof of (c)

and of the theorem.

5. Properties transmitted through the generating bilinear forms. The

abelian group A is said(17) to be of rank not greater than n if every subgroup

of A which can be generated by a finite number of elements may be generated

by n of its elements.

Theorem 1. (a) If both G/(G, G) and N/(N, G),for N a normal subgroup
of G, are generated by a finite number of elements, then every iN/i+iN is gen-

erated by a finite number of elements.

(b) If the rank of G/(G, G) is not greater than m, and if the rank of N/(N, G)
is not greater than n, then the rank of íN/í+iN does not exceed m{n.

(**) See Baer [4, §4] for a sketch of a proof of this fact.

(") This concept is due to Prüfer.
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Proof. If 5 is a set of elements generating G/(G, G) and if í-iN/íN is gen-

erated by its subset F, then <Ar/,+1A¡r is generated by the set of elements

bi(s, t) for s in S and t in F, since ô,(x, y) is, by the results of the preceding

section, a bilinear form whose values generate iN/i+iN. If both sets 5 and T

are finite, then íN/í+iN is therefore generated by a finite number of elements;

now it is clear how to prove the statement (a) by complete induction with

regard to i.

The statement (b) is certainly true for i = 0, and thus we may make the

induction hypothesis that the rank of í-iN/íN, for 0<i, does not exceed

t»'"1». If 5 is a finite subset of iN/i+iN, then there exists a finite subset S'

of G/(G, G) and a finite subset S" of ,_]A7'/IA7' such that every element in 5

is a product of elements bi(s', s") for s' in S' and s" in S". There exists a sub-

set T' of G/(G, G) which contains not more than m elements such that every

element in S' is a product of elements in T', and likewise there exists a sub-

set T" of i-iN/iN which contains not more than m<_1w elements and such

that every element in S" is a product of elements in T". Clearly S is con-

tained in the subgroup generated by all the elements i»,(F, /") for t' in T'

and /" in T", and this subgroup is generated by not more than m'n elements.

The rank of íN/í+iN is consequently not greater than m'n, as we intended to

show.

Remark 1. Since the subgroup (G, G)N/(G, G) of G/(G, G) and the quo-

tient group N/[NC\(G, G)] of N/(N, G) are isomorphic groups, it suffices

to assume in Theorem 1 that the three groups G/(G, G)N, (G, G)N/(G, G)

and [NC\(G, G)]/(N, G) are generated by a finite number of elements or are

of finite rank.

Remark 2. The impossibility of omitting the hypothesis on N/(N, G) in

Theorem 1 may be seen from the following example.

Denote by B a direct product of a countable infinity of infinite cyclic

groups, and denote by &(1), b(2), • • • , b(i), • • • a basis of B. Let C be the

group obtained by adjoining to B elements z(i), for i = 0, ± 1, ±2, • • • , sub-

ject to the following relations :

z(i)x = xz(i) for x in B,        (z(i), z(i + j)) — b(j) for 0 < /.

Then (z(i), z(i—j)) = (z(i—j), z(i))~l = b(j)~l for 0<j. It is readily verified(18)

that B is part of the center of C, and that the elements z(i) represent a basis

of the free abelian group C/B.

Since (z(i), z(j)) = (z(i+l), z(j+l)) for every pair i,j, there exists one and

only one automorphism a of C such that

xa = x for x in B and z(i)a = z(i + 1) for every i.

We denote by G the group obtained by adjoining to C an element z, subject

to the relations

(") Baer [3].
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z~xyz = ya for y in C.

It is clear that C is a normal subgroup of G, that G/C is an infinite cyclic

group, and that B is part of the center of G. Thus B/(G, B) =B is a direct

product of an infinity of infinite cyclic groups and is certainly not of finite

rank.

The group G is generated by the elements z, z(i), b(j). But z(i) =z~'z(0)zi

and b(j) = (z(0), z(j)) for 0<j. Hence G is generated by the two elements z

and 2(0), and clearly G/(G, G) is generated by two elements. Thus we have

constructed a group G and a normal subgroup B of G such that G and G/(G, G)

are generated by two elements, though B/(G, B) is not of finite rank.

Remark 3. The impossibility of omitting the hypothesis on G/(G, G) in

Theorem 1 may be seen from the following example.

Denote by £ a direct product of a countable infinity of infinite cyclic

groups, and denote by b(l), b(2), ■ ■ ■ , b(i), • • • a basis of B. Let G be the

group obtained by adjoining to £ elements a(0), a(l), • • • , a(i), ■ • • sub-

ject to the following relations :

a(i)x = xa(i) for x in B and Oá i;

a(i)a(j) = a(j)a(i) for 0 < i ^ 7;

(a(0), a(j)) = b(j) for 0 < ;.

It is readily verified(18) that B is at the same time the center and the com-

mutator subgroup of G, and that G/B is a free abelian group a basis of which

is represented by the elements a(i).

Denote by N the subgroup of G which is generated by a(0) and B. Clearly

N is a normal subgroup of G and (G, N)=B. Thus N/(G, N) is an infinite

cyclic group. But 2^= (G, £) = 1, and thus iN/2N is of infinite rank. Conse-

quently we have constructed a normal subgroup N of a group G such that

N/(G, N) is a cyclic group, though iN/2Nis a free abelian group of infinite rank.

Remark 4. If N is a normal subgroup of the free group G, then every free

set of generators of G leads to a representation of G/N by means of genera-

tors and relations, and a "complete" set of relations between these generators

may be obtained by considering a set of generators of N/(G, N). Thus (a) of

Theorem 1 may be applied, whenever G/N is obtained from a representation

of the group G/N by means of a finite number of generators and a finite num-

ber of relations.

Corollary 1. (a) If G/(G, G) is generated by a finite number of elements,

then iG/i+xG,for 0^i,is generated by a finite number of elements.

(b) If the rank of G/(G, G) is not greater than m, then the rank of ¡G/^G,

for O^i, does not exceed mi+x.

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, and is obtained by se-

lecting in particular N=G.
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It is of interest to note that in (a) we need not make the hypothesis that

G itself be generated by a finite number of elements. Thus (a) improves upon

a well known result.

A group has been said to be a Q-group if it is not isomorphic to a proper

quotient group. In particular abelian groups are Q-groups whenever they are

generated by a finite number of elements. Applying a simple criterion(19), we

deduce now from (a) of Corollary 1 the following fact.

Corollary 2. If 1 is the cross cut of the subgroups 'G, and if G/(G, G) is

generated by a finite number of elements, then G is a Q-group.

If we say that an element is of order 0 if it generates an infinite cyclic

group, then one verifies immediately that the order of Z\(x, y) is a common

divisor of the orders of x and y. For bi is bilinear. An immediate consequence of

this fact is the following statement.

Theorem 2. If íN/í+iN, for 0<i, contains elements of order 0, then both

G/(G, G) and ¿_iAr/,A7' contain elements of order 0. If {N/i+iN contains elements

of order a prime number p, then the absence of elements of order 0 implies the

presence of elements of order p, both in G/(G, G) and in i-iN/fN.

An abelian group is of finite order if it is generated by a finite number of

elements whose orders are different from 0. Hence we may deduce from (a) of

Theorem 1 and from Theorem 2 the following supplement to Theorem 3

of §3.

Corollary 3. If both G/(G, G) and N/(N, G) are finite groups, then every

iN/i+iN,for 0¿i, is finite.

In the special case N = G we prove a slightly more precise result. A group

is termed a p-group if all its elements are of order a power of p.

Corollary 4. If all the elements in G/(G, G) are of finite order, then G/'G,

for positive i, is a direct product of p-groups.

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 that the orders of

the elements in '~lG/'G are finite. This implies clearly, by complete induction

with regard to i, that the orders of the elements in G/'G are finite. Now it

follows from a theorem on nilpotent groups(20) that G/'G is a direct product

of ^-groups. Note that the same prime numbers are orders of elements in

G/'G that are orders of elements in G/(G, G).

6. The finiteness of the groups 'G/iN. In order to obtain the main results

of this section we need certain generalizations of previous concepts and results

which may be of some interest independent of their application.

(») Baer [5, Theorem 2].

(20) Baer [4, Appendix II].
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The group G is said to be a centralizer extension of the group N by the group

E, if:
(i) N is a normal subgroup of the group G.

(ii) G/N and E are isomorphic groups.

(iii) Every coset of G/N contains at least one element that permutes with

every element in N.

If we denote by Z(N<G) the centralizer of N in G, that is, the set of all

the elements in G which permute with every element in N, then condition

(iii) may be written shortly as

G = NZ(N< G).

We note furthermore that condition (i) is a consequence of (iii).

If G is a centralizer extension of the group N by the group £, then we may

select in the coset of G/N which corresponds to the element x in E a repre-

sentative r(x) which permutes with every element in N; r(l) = l. Denote by

R the subgroup of G which is generated by the center of N and by the ele-

ments r(x). It is readily verified that £ is a central extension of the center Z

of N by £, and that the elements/fa:, y) = r(x)r(y)r(xy)~x form a central factor

set of £ in Z which defines £ and G. Thus every centralizer extension of N

by E is defined by a central factor set of £ in the center of N.

Any other set of representatives of the cosets of G/N may be written

in the form t(x)r(x) for t(x) in N and t(l) = l. Since the elements r(x) per-

mute with every element in N, we obtain [í(#Míe)][¿(y)7'(y)][<0'cy)rO,cy)]-1

= t(x)t(y)t(xy)~xf(x, y). Consequently we term every function t(x, y)

= t(x)t(y)t(xy)~x with t(x) in N and ¿(1) = 1 a centralizer transformation set

of E in N. An extension G of a group N by a group £ is called a splitting ex-

tension if there exists a subgroup(21) F of G such that G = NV and Nf\ V= 1.

It is clear that the centralizer extension G of the group N by the group E

splits if, and only if, the central factor set of £ in the center of N which defines

this extension is a centralizer transformation set of £ in N.

Theorem 1. If G is a centralizer extension of the group N by the group E,

then {N=iN for O^i, and if G = NS is satisfied by the subgroup S of G, then

'G^W'S/orO^i.

Proof. Since °N=oN = N, we may assume the validity of ,'_1iv'=,-_i7V in

order to prove the equation iAr=,iV. From this induction hypothesis we de-

duce {N=(N, {-xN) = (N, i-iN)^(G, {-iN)=iN. If furthermore u is an ele-

ment in G and v an element in ,-_iiV, then there exist elements u', u" in N

and in the centralizer of N respectively, such that u = u'u". Consequently

(u, v) = (u', v), since v belongs to .--liV^TV. Hence ,iV=(G, i-iN)£(N, i-iN)

= (N, *-xN) — W, proving our first contention ,-2V = %N.

Since °N°S = NS = G = 0G, we. may assume the validity of i-xG=i~xNi-1S

(ll) It is important to notice that V need not be a normal subgroup of G.
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in order to prove the equation 'G = 'N'S. Every element x in G has the form

x'x" for x' in N and x" in S, and every element y in <_1G has, because of the

induction hypothesis, the form y'y" for y' in *~lN and y" in <-15. One readily

verifies the validity of the following identity :

(x, y) = x"-\x', y")x"(x", y")(x"y")-\x', y')(x"y")y"-\x", y')y".

It is clear that (x", y") belongs to (S, '~lS) = 'S, and that both (x', y')

and (x"y")~l(x't y')(x"y") belong to the normal subgroup (N, '~1N) = 'N.

From formula (3) and the equation 'N = iN we deduce that both (x', y") and

x"-l(x', y")x" belong to (N, '~lS) á (N, i~1G) = iN= 'N, and likewise we see

that both (x", y') and y"-1(x", y')y" belong to (S, '~lN)^(G, t-iN)=iN

= 'N. Thus we have shown that (x, y) belongs to 'S'N if x is in G and y in

i_1G. Hence 'G=(G, i_1G) ̂  'S'N= 'G, proving the desired equality.

Following P. Hall(M) we term a group G of class n, if nG = l.

Corollary 1. If G is a splitting centralizer extension of the group N, and if

N is of class i, then 'Gi^N=l.

Proof. There exists a subgroup 5 of G such that G = SN and 1 =S(~}N.

Furthermore W= 1. Hence it follows from Theorem 1 that 'Gf~\N= 'S'NH\N

= 'Sr\N — Sr\N=l, proving our contention.

Suppose now that G is a central extension of the group M by the group E,

determined by the central factor set f(x, y) of E in M. If M is furthermore

part of the center of the group N, then there exists one and essentially only

one centralizer extension H of N by E which is determined by f(x, y). We

may assume without loss in generality that H=GN, M =GC\Nand that every

element in G permutes with every element in N. If in particular ii is a

splitting extension of N, then we say that N splits the central extension G

of M by E. Using a result stated at the beginning of this section we see that

N splits the central extension G of M by E if, and only if ,/(x, y) is a centralizer

transformation set of E in A^. This implies in particular that every central

extension is split by itself. If there exists a group M oí class i which splits

the central extension G of M by E, then we say that this central extension is

i-splitting.

Corollary 1'. If G is an i-splitting central extension of M, then 'GC\M=1.

Proof. There exists a group S of class i which splits the central extension

G of M. If H is the centralizer extension of 5 such that H = GS, M = Gf~\S

and such that every element in G permutes with every element in S, then H

is a splitting centralizer extension of S, and it follows from Corollary 1 that

'Gr\M='Hf~\S=l, proving our contention.

Extending Corollary 1 of §2 we prove now the following theorem.

(H) According to the terminology introduced by P. Hall [l, p. 50] a group G would be

termed of class not greater than n if it satisfies "G = 1. But for our purposes the present slightly

changed terminology seems to be more convenient.
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Theorem 2. If the central extension G of the group Z by the group E is de-

termined by the central factor set f(x, y) of E in Z, then the following properties

of the homomorphism r¡ of Z imply each other.

(i)  CGr\Z)^ = l.
(ii) f(x, y)" determines an i-splitting central extension of Z' by E.

Proof. Denote by H a central extension of Z1 by £ which realizes the cen-

tral factor set f(x, y)' of £ in Z", and denote by 0 a homomorphism of G

upon H which induces 77 in Z and the identity in E. The existence of H and <j>

are readily deduced from Lemma 2 of §2. Clearly *G is mapped by d> upon 'H

and the kernel of <p is part of Z. Consequently

CGC\ZY = *'£nZ'.

Suppose now that (i) is satisfied by 77. Denote by y the homomorphism of G

upon H/'H which maps the element v in G upon the element 'Hv* in H/'H.

Since 'HC\Z,' = 1, it follows that y induces 77 in Z. Thus H/'H is a central

extension of Z', is of class i, andf(x, y)v is clearly a centralizer transformation

set of £ in H/'H. But this is equivalent to the property (ii) which is conse-

quently implied by (i).

Suppose conversely that (ii) is satisfied by 77. Then there exists a group S

of class i such that Z' is part of the center of .S and such that S splits H. Con-

sider the centralizer extension HS of 5 which satisfies Hr\S = Z1. Since this is

a splitting extension, we may deduce from Corollary 1 the equation '(HS)i~\S

= 1. This implies in particular that

CG r\ zY = <£ n Z' g *(hs) r\ s - i,

showing that (i) is a consequence of (ii), as we intended to prove.

If N is a normal subgroup of the group G, then G/,-+iiV is a central exten-

sion of iN/i+iN by G/iN, and Theorem 2 may serve to characterize the sub-

group [i+xGr\,N]/i+iN. To make this useful in our applications we shall have

to derive from this central extension a central extension of ,-iV/,-+iiV by G/'G,

and to this problem our next considerations are devoted.

Theorem 3. If f(x, y) is a central factor set of the group E in the abelian

group Z, if the normal subgroup F of E is of finite order n, then there exists a

central extension C of Z by E/F such thatf(x, y)n is a centralizer transformation

set of E in C.

Proof (23). Since £ is finite, we may put for any pair x, y of elements in E

d(x, y) = u /(z*. y)/(z, y)'1-

Since £ is a normal subgroup of E, the elements zx range over a full coset

Fx=xF of £/£. Hence d(x, y) =d(Fx, y). Since Z is commutative, and since

(23) The main construction of this proof has been used before for similar purposes.
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f(xz, y)f(z, y)~l=f(x, zy)f(x, z)_1 is satisfied by every central factor set of E

in Z, we find

d(x, y) = II /(*. zy)f(x, z)~\

proving that d(x, y) =d(x, Fy). Thus a single-valued function Jf(X, Y) of the

elements X and Y in E/F is defined by fF(Fx, Fy) =d(x, y). It is clear that

d(l,y)=d(x, l)=l,and that therefore fF(l, Y)=fF(X, 1) = 1. If the elements

x, y, z in £ belong to the cosets X, Y, Z respectively, then xy belongs to XY

and so on, and we find :

fF(X, Y)fF(XY, Z) = II /(<*. y)f(t, y)-lf(txy, z)f(t, z)-1

= II Ay, z)f(tx, yz)f(t, y)-y(t, z)-1

= II f{ty, z)f(t, yz)~if(tx, yz)f(t, z)"1

= fF(Y,Z)fF(X,YZ),

proving thatfF(X, Y) is a central factor set of E/F in Z.

Consequently there exists a central extension C of Z by E/F which is de-

termined by this central factor set. It is therefore possible to select in the

coset of C/Z which corresponds to the element X in E/F a representative

r(X) such that r(l) = l and fF(X, Y)=r(X)r(Y)r(XY)~\

Put t(x)=r(Fx)IX2gf/(x, z). This is a single-valued function of the ele-

ments in E, since F is finite, and clearly t(l) = 1. Furthermore we note again

that xz and zx both range over the coset xF= Fx if z ranges over F, and hence

it follows from the fundamental identity (5) of central factor sets that

t(u)t(v)t(uv)-1 = r(Fu)r(Fv)r(Fuv)-1 J\ f(u, z)f(v, z)f(uv, z)"1

= fF(Fu, Fv) II /(«. z)f(v, z)/(mj>, z)_1

= II f(zu< v)f(z< *>)-I/(«. z)/(», z)/(mj>, z)~l

= II /(«. z)/(«z. ")/(z. »)"'/(». z)/(w*>. z)"1
z

= n /(«. z»)/(i», z)/(«f, z)-1 = n /(". ») = /(«i »)n>
z z

and this completes the proof of this theorem.

Corollary 2. If G is a central extension of the abelian group Z by the

group E, and if 'E is of finite order n, then [*+1GP\Z]"=l.

Proof. Denote by/(x, y) the central factor set of E in Z which determines

the central extension G of Z by E. Then we deduce from Theorem 3 the exist-
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ence of a central extension C of Z by E/iE such that/(re, y)n is a centralized

transformation set of £ in C. Since £/'£ is of class i, the group C is of class

t + 1. Mapping every element in Z upon its nth power is an endomorphism

of Z which maps f(x, y) upon f(x, y)n. Since f(x, y)n is a centralized trans-

formation set in a group of class t + 1, it is a central factor set which deter-

mines an (t + l)-splitting extension. Hence it follows from Theorem 2 that

(i+1GnZ)n = l, as we desired to prove.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 4. If N is a normal subgroup of the group G, and if G/N is a

finite group of order n, then 'G/iN is finite for every i, and every prime number

dividing the order of 'G/iN is a divisor of n.

Proof. Denote by £ a subgroup of G which is generated by a set of repre-

sentatives of the cosets, not iV, of G/N, and let Jkf = £fW. We shall need the

following lemma.

(+) £ is generated by a finite number of elements, G/N~R/M, and there

exists for every t^O a homomorphism of 'R/iM upon 'G/iN.

The first assertion of this lemma is obvious, since £ is generated by n — 1

elements. The second assertion follows from R/M = R/(R(~^N)~RN/N

= G/N. To prove the last assertion we note first that iM^tN is an immediate

consequence of M^N. Since 'R^'G, it suffices to prove that iG=iRiN for

every i, and this we proceed to do by complete induction with regard to i.

Since the contention is patently true for t = 0, we may assume its validity for

t —1. If x is an element in G and y an element in *_1G, then there exists an

element x' in £ and an element y' in ¿-1£ such that x=x' modulo N and

y=y' modulo ,-_iiV. Clearly (x, y) is an element in 'G and (x', y') is an element

in '£, and it is readily verified(24) that (x, y) = (x', y') modulo »¿V. But *G

is generated by the commutators (x, y) for x in G and y in '~XG, and thus we

have shown that 'G= 'RiN, completing the proof of the lemma ( + ).

Since R/M is a finite group, and since £ is generated by a set of repre-

sentatives of the cosets, not M, of R/M, it follows from Theorem 1 of §1 and

Theorem 12 of §3 that M/(R, M) is generated by a finite number of elements.

Hence we may deduce from Theorem 1 of §5 that ,-_iAf/,-Af is, for positive t,

generated by a finite number of elements.

Clearly °R/0M = R/M is a finite group of order «(0) =«, and every prime

number dividing «(0) is a divisor of n. Hence we may make the induction

hypothesis that *_1£/,_iAf is a finite group of order n(i — 1) and that every

prime number,dividing n(i — 1) is a divisor of n. The group R/iM is a cen-

tral extension of the group Z = i-iM/iM by the group £ = £/,_iili'. The

group <_1£ is essentially the same as the group '~xR/,-xM which is of

finite order n(i — 1). Consequently we may deduce from Corollary 2 that

(") By direct computation or by reference to Baer [4] or Hall [l ].
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(Zni(F/<Af))n(i_1) = l. This implies clearly that the order of every element

in Zr\'(R/iM) = (i-iMr\'R)/iM is a divisor of n(i-l). Since i-iM/tM is, as
has been shown before, an abelian group generated by a finite number of

elements, we have shown that the subgroup (i-iMC\'R)/iM of i-iM/iM is

an abelian group generated by a finite number of elements whose orders are

divisors of «(¿ — 1). Thus d-iMr\'R)/iM is certainly a finite group the orders

of whose elements are divisors of n(i— 1). The group 'R/('Rr^i-iM) is iso-

morphic to the subgroup d-iM'R)/i-iM oí *~1i?/i_iilF. Since <_xi?/,_iAf is a

finite group of order n(i — 1), it follows that 'R/('RÍ^í-iM) is a finite group

whose order is a divisor of n(i — 1). This implies in particular that the order

of every element in 'R/('Rr\i~iM) is a divisor of n(i— 1). Consequently

'R/iM is a finite group the orders of whose elements are divisors of n(i — l)2.

If p is a prime number dividing the finite order n(i) of 'R/iM, then it is well

known that 'R/iM contains an element of order p. Hence p is a divisor of

n(i— l)2 and therefore of n. This completes the induction proof. We have

actually proved slightly more than we set out to prove, namely the following

fact.

(+ +) 'R/iM is a finite group, the order of every element in 'R/iM is a di-

visor of w2*, and every prime number dividing the order of 'R/iM is a divisor of n.

It is now an immediate consequence of (++) and ( + ) that every group

'G/iN is finite, that its order is a divisor of the order of the group 'R/iM

and therefore every prime number dividing the order of 'G/iN is a divisor

of n, and that the order of every element in 'G/iN is a divisor of w2'. This

completes the proof of Theorem 4 and of the following fact.

Corollary 3. If G/N, for N a normal subgroup of the group G, is of finite

order n, then the order of every element in 'G/iN is a divisor of «2\

Remark 1. That the preceding results have a somewhat limited applicabil-

ity on general, not necessarily minimal, central chains may be seen from the

following considerations. Suppose that No, Ni, ■ ■ ■ , Ni, • • • is a central

chain of the group G. Then M = No is a normal subgroup of G, and the mini-

mal central chain ,-if, determined by M, meets the following requirement:

iMSNi for every i, as may be seen by complete induction. Suppose now in

addition that G/M be finite. Then we deduce from Theorem 4 the finiteness

of 'G/iM. But iM^'Gr\Ni for every i. Hence 'G/('Gr\Ni) is finite too. We

note the following interesting special case of this result.

If Ni is a central chain of G such that G/No is finite, and such that Ni ^ 'G

for every i, then 'G/N{ is finite for every i.

Remark 2. It may be of interest to note that Corollary 4 of §3 is really a

special case of Theorem 4. If we choose in particular N=(G, G), then

iN='+1G. Hence it follows from Theorem 4 that every 'G/'+1G is finite if

G/(G, G) is finite, and from this fact one deduces the Corollary 4'  of §3
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which states that every G/'G is finite if G/(G, G) is finite. If now the hy-

potheses of Corollary 4 of §3 are satisfied by G and its normal subgroup N,

then it is readily seen that both G/N and G/(G, G) are finite, and hence we

may deduce from Theorem 4 that both G/'G and 'G/iN are finite for every t,

a fact that is equivalent to the finiteness of every G/iN.

Corollary 4. If N is a normal subgroup of the group G, and if G/N is

finite, then the following three properties imply each other.

(a) {G/iN is, for every i, the subgroup of the elements of order different from

0 in G/iN.
(b) 1 is, for every i, the only element of order different from 0 in '~XG/'G.

(c) 1 is, for every i, the only element of order different from 0 in G/'G.

If the conditions (a) to (c) are satisfied, and if i and h are integers such

that 0<h^i + l, then iN/i+hN is the direct product of the abelian group

(iNr\i+hG)/i+hN without element of order 0 and of an abelian group all of

whose elements, not 1, are of order 0.

Proof. That (a) implies (b) is obvious, and that (b) implies (c) is readily

seen by complete induction with regard to i. That (c) implies (a) is an im-

mediate consequence of Theorem 4 which states the finiteness of the group

*G/iN.
If 0<h^i+l, then (iN, ,-iV)^(iG, tN)^2i+iN^i+hN is a consequence of

equation (3). Hence iN/i+nN is abelian. Since i+hG/i+hN is finite, so is

(iNni+kG)/i+hN. Since ,-iV/(,-2v£V+''G) and ,-A^i+"G/i+''G are isomorphic

groups, and since the latter group is a subgroup of 'G/'+hG, it follows from

(c) that iN/(iNH\'+hG) does not contain elements of order different from 0

excepting 1, and now our last contention is an immediate consequence of a

well known theorem (26).

It should be noted that (b) is satisfied whenever G is a free group(26).

Theorem 5. // G/N, for N a normal subgroup of the group G, is a group

of class k, then 'G/iN is a group of class less than l+k/(i + l). Thus 'G/iNis

abelian whenever k^i+l.

Proof. The hypothesis that G/N be of class k is equivalent to the inequal-

ity kG^N, and from this inequality one deduces readily i+kG^iN. Denote

now by h the greatest integer less than 1 +k/(i+l). Then one deduces readily

from formula (3) that
*(*G) ̂ (*+i)«-»G.

But it follows from our choice of h that

(h + l)i + h = i + h(i + 1) £ * + *,

(25) See, for example, Baer [l],

(26) Magnus [2].
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proving h('G) = i+kG = iN. Hence 'G/iN is of class h, as we intended to show.

If in particular k^i+1, then h = l and 'G/iN is abelian.

Corollary 5. If G/N, for N a normal subgroup of G, is a finite nilpotent

group, then every 'G/iN is a finite nilpotent group.

This is an immediate consequence of the Theorems 4 and 5, since a finite

group is nilpotent if, and only if, it is of class k for some positive integer k.

7. The ith representation groups of G/N. If AT is a normal subgroup of

the free group G, then 'G/'+1G is known(27) to be a free abelian group, and

thus the subgroup (iN'+1G)/'+1G of 'G/'+1G is a free abelian group too(28).

But (iN'+1G)/'+1G and íN/(íNí~\'+1G) are isomorphic groups. Consequently

the abelian group iN/i+iN is the direct product of (íNÍ^'+1G)/í+iN and of a

free abelian group. If the subgroup W oí G contains i+iN, and if iN/i+1N is

the direct product of (iNr\'+1G)/i+iN and of W/i+iN, then we are going to

term 'G/W an ith representation group of G/N.

This definition may be justified by the following two reasons:

A. It is readily seen that the Oth representation groups of G/N coincide

with the reduced free central extensions of G/N which we considered in §3,

and it has been pointed out in Remark 1 of §3 that these are the same as

I. Schur's "Darstellungsgruppen."

B. Every ith representation group of G/N is a central extension of

(iNr\'+1G)/i+iN by 'G/iN, and these two groups are known(29) to be invari-

ants of G/N. In the course of our investigation we shall have to consider

groups of the form G/W where i+iN¿W and where iN/i+iN is the direct

product of (iNr\i+1G)/i+iN and of W/i+iN, and these groups G/W are ex-

tensions of an ith representation group 'G/W by the group G/'G. But this

latter group is certainly not an invariant of G/N.

In Remark 1 of §3 we have pointed out that there may exist more than

one 0th representation group of G/N. It will be the object of this section to

give a survey of the ith representation groups of G/N.

We begin by generalizing the concept of splitting or trivial extension. _

If D is a subgroup of the group E, then the central factor set/(x, y) of E

in the abelian group Z shall be termed D-trivial, whenever

(8) f(x, y) = 1 for x or y in D.

Note that apart from exceptional cases, not every central transformation set

of E in Z has the property (8). Thus it is impossible to expect that all the

factor sets in a class of associate factor sets have property (8).

Theorem 1. If D is a normal subgroup of the group E, then the following

properties of the central extension G of the group Z by the group E imply each other.

{") Magnus [2].

(") See footnote 9 above.

(2S) See footnote 3 above.
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(a) (80) There exists a homomorphism of G upon a central extension of Z by

E/D which induces the identity in Z and the natural homomorphisms of E upon

E/D.
(b)(81) There exists a normal subgroup R of G such that RZ/Z = D and

RC\Z = 1.
(c) The central extension G of Z by E may be determined by a D-trivial cen-

tral factor set of E in Z.

Proof. If the homomorphism 77 of G upon the central extension H of Z

by E/D induces the identity in Z and the natural homomorphism of E upon

E/D, then the kernel £ of this homomorphism 77 satisfies RZ/Z = D and

R(~\Z = 1, showing that (b) is a consequence of (a).

Assume next the existence of a normal subgroup £ of G such that

D=RZ/Z and £nZ=l. Then E/D and G/RZ are essentially the same

groups. If X is any coset of E/D, then let r(X) be an element in the coset

of G/RZ which corresponds to X, in particular r(l) = l. If x is any element

in E and C(x)'the coset of G/Z which corresponds to x, then C(x)r(Dx)~l is

a coset of G/Z which corresponds to an element in D and which therefore

contains a uniquely determined element s(x) in £. Consequently s(x)r(Dx)

is a representative of C(x). The representative of C(l) is 1 and the representa-

tive of C(x) for x in D is the element s(x) in £, since r(l) = 1. Hence

/(*, y) = s(x)r(Dx)s(y)r(Dy)[s(xy)r(Dxy)]-x

is a central factor set of £ in Z which defines the extension G. If x be-

longs to D, then Dxy — Dy and r(Dx) =r(l) = 1. Furthermore C(xy)r(Dxy)~x

= C(x)C(y)r(Dy)~x contains s(x)s(y), since s(x) belongs to C(x), and this im-

plies s(xy) =s(x)s(y), since a coset of RZ/Z contains one and only one element

in the subgroup £. From these facts we infer f(x, y) = 1 for x in D. If next y

belongs to D, then r(£y) = l and r(Dxy) = r(Dxyx~xx) =r(Dx), since £ is a

normal subgroup of £. Consequently

C(xy)r(DxyYx = [C(x)r(Dx)-x][r(Dx)C(y)r(Dx)-x].

The first factor on the right side of this equation contains the element s(x)

and the second factor the element r(Dx)s(y)r(Dx)~x which belongs to £, since

£ is a normal subgroup of G. Since a coset of RZ/Z contains one and only one

element in £, it follows now that s(xy) = s(x)r(Dx)s(y)r(Dx)~x, and this im-

plies clearly f(x, y) = 1 for y in D. Thus we have shown that/(x, y) is .D-trivial,

proving that (c) is a consequence of (b).

We precede the proof of the last implication by the proof of the following

lemma.

(30) This property (a) implies that G is ¿-splitting whenever E/D is of class i.

(8l) Condition (b) implies that Z is a direct factor of the uniquely determined subgroup S

of G which satisfies ¿TáSand S/Z — D. But from this property we could not infer the existence

of a normal subgroup Rot G such that 5 is the direct product of R and Z.
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(d) If the central factor setf(x, y) of Ein Z is D-trivial, then a central factor

set F(X, Y) of E/D in Z is defined by

F(Dx, Dy) = f(x, y) for x, y in E.

If / is an element in D, then we deduce from the Z>-triviality of the central

factor set/(x, y) and from the fundamental identity (5) that

f(tx, y) = f(t, x)f(tx, y) = f(x, y)f(t, xy) = f(x, y)

and

/(*, yi) = /(*, yt)f(y, t) = /(*, y)f(xy, t) = f(x, y).

Since D is a normal subgroup of E, this implies f(x, y) =f(x', y') whenever

x=x' and y=y' modulo D. The definition given in (d) leads therefore to a

single-valued function F(X, Y) of its two variables. That F{X, Y) is a central

factor set of E/D in Z is now immediately obvious, completing the proof of

the lemma (d).

Ii fix, y) is a .D-trivial central factor set of E in Z, then it is possible to

select a representative r(x) in the coset of G/Z corresponding to x in E such

that r(l) = l and fix, y) = r(x)r(y)r(xy)~l. From (d) we deduce the existence

of a central extension H of Z by E/D which is determined by F(X, Y). There

exists therefore a representative v{X) of the coset of H/Z, corresponding to X

in E/D, such that v(l) = 1 and F{X, Y) = v(X)v( Y)v(XY)-1. From F(Dx, Dy)

=f(x, y) we deduce finally the existence of a uniquely determined homomor-

phism 77 of G upon H which maps r(x) upon viDx) and which leaves invariant

the elements in Z. This homomorphism 77 meets the requirements of (a). Thus

(a) has been shown to be a consequence of (c), completing the proof of the

theorem.

From the lemma (d) we infer that the .D-trivial central factor set fix, y)

is a centralized transformation set in the central extension of Z by E/D which

is determined by the central factor set FiX, Y). Thus we obtain the following

result.

Corollary 1. If D is a normal subgroup of the group E, and if the properties

(a) to (c) are satisfied by the central extension G of Z by E, then there exists a

central extension of Z by E/D which splits the extension G of Z by E.

We cannot expect the converse of this statement to be true in general.

To derive a criterion for its validity the following concept will be needed,

which seems to be of interest for its own sake. We term G/N, for N a normal

subgroup of G, a fully invariant quotient group of G ii N is mapped upon 1 by

every homomorphism of G into G/N.

If N is a word subgroup^2) of G, then G/N is a fully invariant quotient

group of G.

(n) Neumann [l, Definition 6.1, p. 510].
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Proof. If x is an element in the word subgroup N of G, then there exists a

"word" w(xx, ■ ■ ■ , x„) in the n variables x, (and their inverses) with the fol-

lowing properties: (i) If wi, ■ • ■ , w„ are elements in G, then w(ui, ■ ■ ■ , un) be-

longs to N; (ii) there exist elements yi, • • • ,y„inGsuch thatx = w(yi, • • -,y„).

If 77 is a homomorphism of G into G/N, then x, = w(yï, ■ ■ ■ , y„). There exist

elements Zi in G such that y* = JVz,-, and hence we have xi = w(Nzx, • • • , Nzn)

= w(zx, ■ • • , z„) modulo N. But it is a consequence of (i) that w(zlt ■ ■ ■ , z„)

belongs to N, and thus we have shown x'^1 modulo N for every x in N and

every homomorphism 77 of G into G/N, so that G/N has been shown to be a

fully invariant quotient group of G.

The following special case of this criterion is most important for our ap-

plications.

G/'G is a fully invariant quotient group of G.

The word subgroups, however, are not the only subgroups leading to fully

invariant quotient groups. If G is, for instance, the direct product of an infi-

nite cyclic group Z and a finite cyclic group £, then £ is not a word sub-

group of G, though G/F is a fully invariant quotient group of G. In this re-

spect at least the following fact may be proven.

If G/N is a fully invariant quotient group of G, then N is a fully invariant

subgroup(3i) of G.

Proof. If 77 is an endomorphism of G, then mapping the element x in G

upon the coset Nx* of G/N constitutes a homomorphism k of G into G/N.

Consequently N = N' = NN'', proving N^^N, as we intended to show.

If n is a number greater than 1, and if G„ is the subgroup of G which is

generated by those elements in G whose order is a divisor of n, then G„ is

certainly a fully invariant subgroup of G. But it is easy to construct abelian

groups G such that G/Gn, for suitable n, is not a fully invariant quotient

group of G. For instance let G be the direct product of a cyclic group U of

order p by a cyclic group V of order p2. Then there exists a homomorphism v

of G upon G/Gv which maps F upon 1 and which maps U isomorphically

upon G/Gp.

Corollary 1'. 7/ the quotient group E/D is fully invariant, and if there

exists a central extension of Z by E/D which splits the central extension G of Z

by E, then conditions (a) to (c) of Theorem 1 are satisfied by the extension G of

ZbyE.

Proof. There exists a central extension H of Z by E/D which splits the

central extension G of Z by E. Consequently there exists a group K with the

following properties :

(i) K = GH and Z = GC\H.
(ii) Every element in G permutes with every element in H.

(33) This concept is due to F. Levi. For a discussion of this and related concepts, see Baer

[4, 5].
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(iii) There exists a subgroup 5 of K such that K = SH and 1 =S(~\H.

Clearly K is a centralizer extension of H by E and a centralizer extension of

G by E/D.
In the coset of K/H which corresponds to the element x in E there exists

one and only one element s(x) in 5. Since S is a subgroup of K, we obtain an

isomorphism of E upon 5 by mapping x upon s(x). Since K/G and E/D are

essentially the same, mapping x in E upon Gs(x) constitutes a homomorphism

of E into E/D. But the quotient group E/D is fully invariant, and hence D

is mapped upon 1 by this homomorphism, implying that s(x) is in G whenever

x is in D. Put R = s(D). Then R is a subgroup of both S and G, and clearly

RZ/Z = D. Since D is a normal subgroup of F, it follows that s(D) =R is a

normal subgroup of s(E) =S. If y is any element in K, then y = y'y" for y'

in 5 and y" in if. Since i? is a normal subgroup of S, we have y'^Ry' = R,

and since i? is a subgroup of G, we infer y"~lRy" = R from (ii). Consequently

y~iRy = R, proving that R is a normal subgroup of K. Thus R is a normal sub-

group of G too. Finally RC\Z = 1 is a consequence of SC\H= 1. Thus condition

(b) of Theorem 1 has been shown to be a consequence of our hypotheses, and

this completes the proof.

If D is a normal subgroup of the group E, then we term the central ex-

tension G of Z by E a D-trivial extension, provided it satisfies the conditions

(a) to (c) of Theorem 1. It is an immediate consequence of property (c) that

the D-trivial extensions form a subgroup Ext(Z, E; D) of the group Ext(Z, E)

of all the central extensions of Z by E. If in particular D happens to be of

finite order n, then we may deduce from Theorem 3 in §6 and from its proof

that Ext(Z, E)n = Ext(Z, E; D).

If F(X, Y) is a central factor set of E/D in Z, then a D-trivial central

factor set of E in Z is defined by the equation

f(x, y) = F(Dx, Dy) for x, y in E.

It is readily seen that f(x, y) is a central transformation set of E in Z if

F(X, Y) is a central transformation set of E/D in Z, and the lemma (d),

proved during the proof of Theorem 1, shows that every D-trivial central

factor set of E in Z may be obtained in this fashion. Thus we have obtained a

homomorphism of Ext(Z, E/D) upon (the full group) Ext(Z, E; D), and we

shall refer to this homomorphism as to the natural homomorphism of the group

Ext(Z, E/D) upon the group Ext(Z, E; D).

Theorem 2. If D is a normal subgroup of the group E, then the following

properties of the central extension H of Z by E/D imply each other.

(i) The extension H belongs to the kernel of the natural homomorphism of

Ext(Z, E/D) upon Ext(Z, E;D).
(ii) There exists a homomorphism of E into H which induces the identity in

E/D.
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(iii) If d(x, y) is a central factor set of E/D in D/(E, D) which defines the

central extension E/(D, E) of D/(D, E) by E/D, then there exists a homomor-

phism 77 of D/(D, E) into Z such that d(x, y)' defines the central extension H

of Z by E/D.

Proof. The extension H of Z by E/D is mapped by the natural homo-

morphism of Ext(Z, £/£) upon Ext(Z, E; D) upon a certain £-trivial central

extension G of Z by E, and if the extension H of Z is determined by the cen-

tral factor set F(X, Y) of E/D in Z, then the extension G is determined by

the £-trivial central factor set f(x, y) = F(Dx, Dy) of £ in Z. It is easy to

see that there exists a homomorphism 7 of G upon H which induces the iden-

tity in Z and which induees the natural homomorphism of £ upon E/D (see

Theorem 1).

If (i) holds true, then G is a splitting central extension of Z by £, and there

exists therefore a subgroup 5 of G, isomorphic to £, such that G is the direct

product of Z and S. If x is an element in E, then there exists one and only

one element s(x) in the cross cut of 5 and of the coset of G/Z which corre-

sponds to x. Mapping x upon s(x) constitutes an isomorphism of £ upon S,

and mapping x upon s(x)y constitutes a homomorphism of £ into II which

induces the natural homomorphism of £ upon E/D and which therefore in-

duces the identity in E/D. Thus (ii) is a consequence of (i).

If (ii) holds true, then there exists a homomorphism k of £ into H such

that Zx" is the coset of H/Z which corresponds to the coset Dx of E/D.

Thus we have in particular H=ZE' and D' = Zi~\E'. Hence (£, D)'^(H, Z)

= 1 and k induces therefore a homomorphism 77 of D/(E, D) into Z. It is now

readily verified that 77 meets all the requirements of (iii), showing that (iii)

is a consequence of (ii).

If (iii) holds true, then there exists in the coset of [E/(D, E)]/[D/(D, £)]

which corresponds to the element X in E/D an element r(X) such that

r(l) = l and d(X, Y)=r(X)r(Y)r(XY)~x. Every element x in £/(£, £) may

be written uniquely in the form x = x'r(x") where x' is in D/(D, E) and

x"= [D/(D, E)]x. If x and y are both in £/(£, £), then

x'y'r(x")r(y") = x'r(x")y'r(y") = xy = (xy)'r((xy)")

or
d(x", y") = r(x")r(y")r((xy)"Yx = y'^x'-^xy)'.

If the homomorphism 77 of D/(D, E) into Z meets the requirements of (iii),

then let
t(x) = ([(£, E)x]'-1Y

for x in £, and it is readily seen that

t(x)t(y)t(xyYx = d(Dx, Dy)".

Since t(x) is in Z and 2(1) = 1, F is a splitting extension of Z by £, and (i) is

therefore a consequence of (iii), completing the proof of this theorem.
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Remark 1. Applying (iii) of Theorem 2 we see that the natural homomor-

phism of Ext(Z, E/D) upon Ext(Z, E; D) is an isomorphism if, and only if,

every homomorphism of D/(D, E) into Z maps d(x, y) upon a central trans-

formation set of E/D in Z. This is the case if in particular every homomor-

phism of D/(D, E) into Z maps D/(D, E) upon 1, and this will be the case,

for example, if D/(D, E) and Z are finite groups of relatively prime orders and

so on.

Remark 2. If d(x, y) happens to be the free central factor set of E/D, then

it may be shown that there exists to every central factor set of E/D in Z a

homomorphism of D/iD, E) which maps d{x, y) upon the given factor set.

In this case we may deduce, therefore, from (iii) that the natural homomor-

phism maps Ext(Z, E/D) upon 1 and that consequently the only D-trivial

extension of Z by E is the splitting extension of Z by E, that is, their direct

product.

The consequence of Theorem 2 wnicn will be most important for our ap-

plications is contained in the following fact.

Corollary 2. The central extension H of Z by E/'E is splitting if, and only

if, it is of class i and belongs to the kernel of the natural homomorphism of

Ext(Z, E/'E) upon Ext(Z, E; 'E).

Proof. The necessity of the conditions is an almost immediate consequence

of Theorem 1 of §6. Thus we assume conversely that the conditions are satis-

fied by the central extension if of Z by E/'E. Then there exists by (ii) of Theo-

rem 2 a homomorphism a of F into H which induces the identity in E/'E.

Since H is of class i, we have 'H=l, and thus '£" = 1 is a consequence of

iE" = 'H. This shows that E" is a subgroup of H with the following proper-

ties, considering that a induces an isomorphism between E/'E and H/Z:

H=ZE" and 1 = 'Ea = Zr\Ea. Hence H is the direct product of Z and Ea,

since Z is part of the center of H, completing the proof.

The central factor setf(x, y) of the group E in the abelian group Z may be

termed of class i if the central extension of Z by E which is determined by

f(x, y) is of class i.

Lemma 1. The central factor setf(x, y) of E in Z is of class i if, and only if,

E is of class i and f(x, y) =/(y, x) for x in *-1E.

Proof. Denote by G the central extension of Z by E which is determined

by/(x, y). Then it is easily seen that 'E = 'GZ/Z.

If f(x, y) is of class i, then G is of class i or *G = 1. This implies 'E = l so

that E is of class i. Furthermore we deduce from 'G = 1 that '~XGZ is part of

the center of G. Thus if r(x) is a representative of the coset of G/Z which

corresponds to x such that r(l) = l, fix, y)=r(x)r(y)r(xy)_1, then r(x) is in

the center of G and x in the center of E, provided x belongs to '~1E, and thus

f(x, y) =/(y, x) whenever x is in '~1E.
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If conversely the conditions are satisfied, then it is obvious that '~XGZ is

part of the center of G, implying 'G = 1, as we intended to show.

Lemma 2. If G is the central extension of Z by E which is determined by the

central factor set f(x, y), if N is a normal subgroup oj G and D = NZ/Z, and if

the homomorphism r¡ of Z into ZC\N maps ZC\N upon 1, then f(x, yY is asso-

ciate to a D-trivial central factor set of E in ZC\N.

Proof. We deduce from Lemma 2 of §2 the existence of a homomorphism

k of G upon a central extension H of NC\Z by E with the properties: k in-

duces n in Z and the identity in E. Since N is a normal subgroup of G, and

since H is the image of G under k, N" is a normal subgroup of H. The cross

cut of iV* = JWand Z(~\N is 1, since ZC\N is mapped by 77 upon 1, and since

elements, not in Z, are not mapped by n upon elements in ZC~\N. Clearly

D = M[ZC\N}. Thus we see that condition (b) of Theorem 1 is satisfied by

the central extension H of ZC\N by £ which is determined by/(x, yY, and

our contention is a consequence of (c) of Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. If the central extension G of the group Z by the group E is de-

termined by the central factor setf(x, y), then the following properties of the homo-

morphism 77 of Z into Zr\ 'G are equivalent.

(a) (ZrVG)< = l.
(b) f(x, yY is associate to an 'E-trivial central factor set g(x, y) of E in

ZC\'G, satisfying g(x, y) =g(y, x) for x in '~XE.

Proof. We deduce from Lemma 2 of §2 the existence of a homomorphism

k of G upon a central extension H of Z(~\ 'G by £ with the properties: k induces

77 in Z and the identity in £.

If condition (a) is satisfied by 77, then we deduce from Lemma 2 that

f(x, yY is associate to an \E-trivial central factor set g(x, y) of E in ZC\'G,

since 'E = 'GZ/Z. A homomorphism 7 of G upon H/'H is defined by mapping

the element v in G upon lHv*. From(34) 'HP\iGr\Z = l we infer that k and 7

induce in Z the same homomorphism 77, and the central extension H/'H of

ZC\'G by E/'E is determined by a central factor set h(x, y) which may be

defined by the equation h(lEx, *Ey) =g(x, y). But H/lH is of class i, and hence

we deduce h(x, y)=k(y, x) for x in '~XE/'E from Lemma 1. Consequently

g(x, y) =g(y, x) for x in i_1£. Thus (b) is a consequence of (a).

Suppose conversely that (b) is satisfied. If we define now h(x, y) by the

equation h('Ex, 'Ey)=g(x, y), then it follows from Lemma 1 and from the

lemma (d) obtained in the course of the proof of Theorem 1 that h(x, y) is a

central factor set of £/*£ in Zr\{G and that this factor set is of class i. From

(31) This equation may be verified as follows: If x is an element in 'Hf^'G^Z, then x = y'

for y in *'G. But y' belongs to 'GÍ\Z and hence y belongs to Z. Applying (a) we infer that

x = y' = l, as we intended to show.
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these facts one readily deduces thatg(x, y), and therefore/(x, y)\ determines

an ¿-splitting central extension of Zi = Z(~\'G by E. But then condition (a)

is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 of §6, completing the proof of

the equivalence of (a) and (b).

Corollary 3. If N is a normal subgroup of the free group G, if the central

extension H=G/i+iN, for O^i, of M=iN/i+iN by E = G/iN is determined by

the central factor self(x, y) of E in M, then the following properties of the central

factor set g(x, y) of E in MC\i+1H imply each other.

(a) There exists a homomorphism v of M into MC\'+lH such that (MC\ i+1H)i

= 1 and such that f(x, y)' and g(x, y) are associate central factor sets of E in

MC\'+iH.
(b) g(x, y) is associate to an i+xE-trivial central factor h(x, y) of E in

Mf~\i+1Hsuch that h(x, y) =h(y, x) for x in 'E.

Proof. If condition (a) is satisfied, then we deduce from Theorem 3 the

existence of an <+1F-trivial central factor set h(x, y) of E in Mr\'+1H, satisfy-

ing h(x, y) = h(y, x) for x in '£, such that h(x, y) and f(x, y)' are associate.

But the latter factor set and g(x, y) are associate, showing that (b) is a conse-

quence of (a).

Suppose next that (b) is satisfied by g(x, y). There exists a central exten-

sion V of Z = M(~\'+lH by E which realizes the central factor set g(x, y) of E

in Z. It is not difficult to construct a homomorphism a of the free group G

into F which induces the identity in E. Then iNa%Z, and l+iAra—1 is a con-

sequence of the fact that Z is part of the center of V. Thus a homomorphism ß

oí H into F is induced by a. Clearly ß induces the identity in E and satisfies

V=ZHß and ZC\H^ = Mß. Consequently h(x, y), g(x, y) and /(x, y)ß are as-

sociate central factor sets of E in Z = M(~\'+lH. Applying Theorem 3 we find

that Mf~\'+lH is mapped upon 1 by ß, and thus we have shown that (a) is a

consequence of (b).

Corollary 4. If the central extension H of the group M by the group E is

determined as in Corollary 3, then the following properties of the central extension

V of the group M(~\ i+1H by E imply each other :

(a) There exists a homomorphism of H into V which induces the identity in E

and which maps Mf~\ i+lH upon 1.

(b) There exists a central extension of class i+1 of MC\'+lH by E/i+1E

which splits the extension V of MC\ i+1H by E.

Proof. We denote by h(x, y) a central factor set of F in M which deter-

mines the extension H of M by E, and by v(x, y) a central factor set of E in

MC\S+1H which determines the extension V.

Assume now the existence of a homomorphism a oí H into V which in-

duces the identity in E and which maps M(~\ i+1H upon 1. Then M" = M(~\ i+1H,

and v(x, y) and h(x, y)a are associate central factor sets of E in Mf~}i+1H.
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Hence we infer from Corollary 3 the existence of an i+1£-trivial central factor

set w(x, y) of £ in M(~\'+XH which is associate to v(x, y) and which satisfies

w(*i y) ~w(y, *) f°r x in '£• In the course of the proof of Theorem 1 we veri-

fied a lemma (d) from which we deduce the following fact: a central factor set

W(X, Y) of £/*+!£ in Mr\*+XH is defined by TF(i+1£x, i+xEy)=w(x, y).

If X is in <(£/*+!£) = <£/'+!£, then W(X, Y) = W(Y,X), and thus it fol-

lows from Lemma 1 that W(X, Y) is of class t + 1. Denote now by 5 the cen-

tral extension of Mi\'+XH by E/'+xE which is determined by W(X, Y). Then

S is of class t+1, and it is clear that w(x, y) is a centralizer transformation

set of E in S. But the central extension F of Mf~\'+XH by £ is determined

by the central factor set w(x, y), and hence 5 splits V. Thus (b) is a conse-

quence of (a).

If (b) is satisfied by V, then we may apply Corollary 1' since the quotient

group E/'+xE is fully invariant, as has been pointed out before. Hence we

infer from Corollary 1" and Theorem 1 that v(x, y) is associate to an i+xE-

trivial central factor set t(x, y) of £ in M(~\'+XH. If £ is a central extension

of MP\'+XH by E/i+xE which is of class t + 1 and which splits the extension V,

then there exist elements t(x) in £suchthat t(l) = 1 and t(x,y) = t(x)t(y)t(xy)~x.

Since the central extension F is defined by t(x, y), there exists corresponding

to every element x in £ an element r(x) in the corresponding coset of

V/(MC~\i+xH) such that r(l) = l and l(x, y) =r(x)r(y)r(xy)~x. Let s(x)

= t(x)~xr(x). Then s(x) belongs to the coset of VT/T which corresponds

to x. Since r(x) and t(y) permute, it follows that s(xy) =s(x)s(y) and that

therefore the elements s(x) form a representative subgroup £ of VT modulo

T. In particular RC\T=l. Applying Theorem 1 of §6 we deduce *+1(F£)

= <+1£ so that the cross cut of i+xV and £ as well as the cross cut of i+1£

and £ is 1. If x is in *£, then t(x, y)t(y, x)~x is readily seen to belong to i+xV

as well as to MC^i+xH^ T, showing that t(x, y) =t(y, x) for x in '£. Now we

may infer from Corollary 3 the existence of a homomorphism ß of M into

MC\i+xH which maps Mf~\'+XH upon 1 such that h(x, y)ß and v(x, y) are as-

sociate, and from this fact one readily deduces that (a) is a consequence of (b).

As in Corollary 3 we are going to assume throughout the remainder of

this section that N is a hormal subgroup of the free group G, that O^t, and

that

H = G/i+xN, M = iN/i+xN, £ = G/iN and Z = M C\ i+xH.

Denote by S the group Ext(Z, E/'+xE) of all the central extensions of Z

by E/i+xE, and by S* = Ext*(Z, E/i+xE) the set of those central extensions £

of Z by E/'+xE which meet the requirement:

(*) £ is a group of class t+1.

Denote by A the group Ext(Z, £) of all the central extensions of Z by E,

and by A+ = Ext+(Z, E) the set of all the central extensions £ of Z by £ with

the following property :
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(+) There exists a central extension of Z by E/i+1E which is of class i + 1

and which splits the extension R of Z.

Note that all the extensions in A+ are i+1 -splitting.

Finally the reader ought to remember the natural homomorphism of S

upon the group Ext(Z, E; i+1E) of all the i+1F-trivial central extensions of Z

by E which we introduced just before stating Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. a* is a subgroup of a, and the natural homomorphism of a into

A induces an isomorphism of S* upon A+.

Proof. That S* is a subgroup of S is a consequence of Lemma 1, since

E/'+1E is of class i+1. That the natural homomorphism of S into A induces

an isomorphism in S* is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2. To show

that A+ is the image of S* under the natural homomorphism we proceed as

follows. Denote by h(x, y) a central factor set of E in M which determines the

central extension H of M by E, and denote by R a central extension of Z

by E which is determined by a central factor set r(x, y) of E in Z. It is a

consequence of Corollary 4 that R meets the requirement ( + ) if, and only if,

there exists a homomorphism a oí H into R which induces the identity in E

and which maps Z upon 1. The existence of such a homomorphism a oí H

is clearly equivalent to the existence of a homomorphism ß of M into Z such

that Z" = 1 and such that r(x, y) and h(x, y)ß are associate central factor sets

of E in Z. It is a consequence of Corollary 3 that the existence of such a

homomorphism ß is equivalent to the existence of an i+1F-trivial central fac-

tor set s(x, y) of E in Z which is associate to r(x, y) and which satisfies

s(x, y) ~s(y, x) for x in 'E. But it is a consequence of Lemma 1 and of the

lemma (d) (which we obtained in the course of the proof of Theorem 1) that

the existence of such a central factor set s(x, y) is equivalent to the property:

R belongs to the image of S* under the natural homomorphism of a; this

completes the proof.

Denote by A° the set Ext°(Z, E) of all the central extensions Q of Z by E

with the following property.

(o) There exists a homomorphism 77 of if upon Q which maps M upon Z

and which leaves invariant all the elements in E and in Z.

Corollary 5. A° is exactly a coset of A/A+.

Proof. If the central extension Q of Z by E is determined by the central

factor set q(x, y), and if the central extension Ü of M by E is determined by

the central factor set h{x, y), then condition (o) is readily seen to be equiva-

lent to the existence of a homomorphism k of M upon Z which leaves all the

elements in Z invariant and which maps &(x, y) upon the central factor set

h(x, y)K associate to g(x, y). The existence of elements in A° is an immediate

consequence of the fact that Z is a direct factor of M, since—-as has been

pointed out before—M/Z and iN/iiNr\'+1G) are free abelian groups. The
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proof of Corollary 5 is now readily completed if one remembers the fact, ob-

tained in the course of the proof of Theorem 4, that a central factor set r(x, y)

of £ in Z determines an extension in A+ if, and only if, there exists a homo-

morphism ß of M into Z such that Zß = l and such that h(x, y)ß and r(x, y)

are associate.

If C is a central extension of the abelian group A by the group B, and if D

is a subgroup of B, then there exists one and only one subgroup 5 of C such

that A^S and S/A =D. Clearly S is a central extension of A by D, and in

this fashion we obtain a homomorphism of Ext(^4, B) into Ext(4, D) which

may be termed the natural homomorphism of Ext(4, B) into Ext(^4, D). We

note that the central extension C of A by £ belongs to the kernel of this

natural homomorphism if, and only if, A is a direct factor of the uniquely

determined subgroup 5 of G which satisfies A g 5 and S/A =D.

We denote by S** = Ext**(Z, E/i+xE) the set of all those central exten-

sions £ of Z by E/'+xE which meet the following two requirements.

(*) £ is a group of class t + 1.

(**) Z is a direct factor of <£Z.

Clearly ('PZ)/Z= 'E/'+xE. Thus the kernel of the natural homomorphism

of Ext(Z, E/i+xE) into Ext(Z, {E/i+xE) consists exactly of those central ex-

tensions £ of Z by E/'+1E which meet the requirement (**). Hence S** is

exactly the cross cut of this kernel and of the group S*.

Theorem 5. S*/S** is essentially the same as the group Abext(Z, 'E/'+xE)

of all the abelian extensions of Z by 'E/'+xE.

Proof. If the central extension £ of Z by E/i+xE belongs to S*, then £

is of class t+1. Hence i+1£ = 1 so that 'PZ is part of the center of £ and is,

therefore, abelian. But £ is mapped by the natural homomorphism of

Ext(Z, E/i+xE) into Ext(Z, {E/i+1E) upon the central extension <£Z of Z

by 'E/'+xE, and thus we have shown that this natural homomorphism maps

S* into A = Abext(Z, 'E/'+xE). From the remarks preceding the enunciation

of this theorem we deduce furthermore that the natural homomorphism of

Ext(Z, E/i+xE) into Ext(Z, '£/«-!£) induces an isomorphism of S*/S**

into A.

We note now that iE=iG/iN, i+xE = (i+1GiN)/iN and that therefore

iE/'+xE='G/(i+xGiN), and this last group is essentially the same as

(iG/i+xG)/((i+1GiN)/i+1G) = C/K where C=iG/i+xG is a free abelian group,

since G is a free group(35). Hence it is possible to represent every abelian ex-

tension of Z by 'E/'+xE in the form £ = T/D, where T is the direct product

of the free abelian group C by Z and where 1 =DC\Z, K = DZC\C, so that

'E/'+xE, C/K and T/DZ are essentially the same group.

G/'+xG is a central extension of the free abelian group C='G/i+xG by

G/'G. Hence there exists a central factor set f(x, y) of G/'G in C which de-

(35) Magnus [2].
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termines this central extension. E/'+1E = G/i'+1GiN) is a central extension of

'G/i'+lG{N) = C/K by G/'G, and this central extension is clearly determined

by the central factor set Kfix, y) oí G/'G in C/K. But/(x, y) is likewise a

central factor set of G/'G in the direct product F of C and Z, and D/(x, y)

is consequently a central factor set of G/'G in B = T/D. We denote by P the

central extension of B by G/'G which realizes this central factor set D/(x, y).

Since P is a central extension of the abelian group B by the group G/'G

of class i, it follows that P is of class i+1. From 1 =DC\Z we infer that Z

may be considered a subgroup of B and of P. Since .B is part of the center of P,

so is Z, and thus P is a central extension of Z by P/Z. But P/Z is the central

extension of B/Z by G/'G which realizes the central factor set DZf{x, y) of

G/'G in B/Z=T/DZ, which latter group is essentially the same as C/K and

as 'E/'+1E. Thus DZfix, y) is essentially the same as the central factor set

Kf(x, y) oí G/'G in C/K, and we have shown therefore that P/Z and E/i+1E

are essentially the same too. Hence P belongs to S*. The abelian extension B

oí Z by 'E/'+1E is by its very construction the image of P under the natural

homomorphism of Ext(Z, E/'+1E) into Ext(Z, 'E/'+1E). Combining this re-

sult with the result obtained in the first paragraph of this proof, we obtain

the following somewhat more precise restatement of our theorem.

Corollary 6. The natural homomorphism of Ext(Z, E/'+lE) into

Ext(Z, <E/'+1E) induces an isomorphism of'S*/a** upon Abext(Z, 'E/'+1E).

The various "natural" homomorphisms occurring in the theorems of this

section have been defined in rather different fashions. Still, it is possible to

define their product as follows. First we denote by crl the isomorphism of

E*/E** upon Abext(Z, 'E/'+1E) which is induced by the natural homomor-

phism of Ext(Z, E/'+1E) = E into Ext(Z, 'E/'+1E) so that a is a "natural"

isomorphism of Abext(Z, 'E/'+1E) upon E*/E**. Next we denote by ß the

natural homomorphism of E = Ext(Z, E/'+1E) into A = Ext(Z, E), and by y

the natural homomorphism of A into S = Ext(Z, 'E). These notations will be

used throughout.

Lemma 3. S**^ = l.

Proof. If the central extension P of Z by E/'+1E belongs to E**, then we

infer from condition (**) that Z is a direct factor of 'PZ. If Q is the central

extension of Z by E upon which P is mapped by ß, then there exist a central

factor set F(X, Y) of E/'+1E in Z, defining P, and a central factor set/(x, y)

of E in Z, defining Q, such that

f(x, y) = F('+1Ex, i+1Ey) for x, y in E.

Since Z is a direct factor of 'PZ, and since 'E/'+1E=('PZ)/Z, we can find

elements t(X)  in Z for X in   'E/'+1E such that t(l) = l  and  F(X,   Y)
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= t(X)t(Y)t(XY)-x for X, Y in i£/i+1£. Let s(x) =t(i+xEx) for x in <E. Then

we have for x, y in *E

f(x, y) = FC+xEx, <+xEy) = tC+lEx)tC+xEy)tC+xExyYx

= s(x)s(y)s(xy)~x,

proving that Z is a direct factor of lQZ, since iE = (iQZ)/Z. The extension Q

is therefore mapped by y upon the splitting central extension of Z by 'E,

proving our contention.

From Lemma 3 we infer that ßy induces a well determined homomorphism

ô of S*/S** into 2, and thus «5 is a well determined homomorphism of

Abext(Z, iE/i+xE) into 2 which we shall term the natural homomorphism

of Abext(Z, iE/i+xE) into 2. Finally it will be convenient to denote by 2+

the image of the group A+ under the natural homomorphism y so that 2+

is a subgroup of 2.

Theorem 6. The natural homomorphism of Abext(Z, iE/i+xE) =A into 2

maps A upon 2+, and an element P in A belongs to the kernel of this homo-

morphism if, and only t/(36), there exists a homomorphism of '£/('£, *£) into

P which induces the identity in 'E/i+xE.

Proof. It is a consequence of Corollary 6 that A is mapped by the natural

isomorphism a upon the group S*/S**. It is a consequence of the definition

of 2+ that A+ is mapped by the natural homomorphism y upon the group 2+,

and we infer from Theorem 4 that the natural homomorphism ß induces an

isomorphism of S* upon A+. Thus 187 induces a homomorphism 5 of 3*/S**

upon 2+, and «5 is a homomorphism of A upon 2+.

Denote by K the kernel of the homomorphism aS. Then K" is a subgroup

M/'S,** of S*/S**, and a and ß being isomorphisms in the groups under con-

sideration, it follows that Mß = B is the cross cut of the kernel of 7 and of A+,

and thus £ is the kernel of the homomorphism of A+ upon 2+ which is in-

duced by 7.

Since 7 is the natural homomorphism of Ext(Z, £) into Ext(Z, *£), and

since iE = (iWZ)/Z for W in Ext(Z, £), it follows that W in Ext(Z, £) be-

longs to the kernel of 7 if, and only if, Z is a direct factor of 'WZ.

Suppose now that £ belongs to Abext(Z, <£/<+1£). It is a consequence

of the definition of the natural isomorphism a that P" is a coset of S*/S**.

If Q is any element in the coset P", then Q is mapped upon £ by the natural

homomorphism of Ext(Z, £/i+1£) into Ext(Z, iE/i+xE). Consequently we

may consider £ as the uniquely determined subgroup of Q, satisfying :

Z g £   and   P/Z = <£/<+»£   or   £ = Z <£•

Q is a central extension of Z by E/i+xE, and Q is therefore determined

(M) Compare this condition with (ii) of Theorem 2.
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by a central factor set F(X, Y) of E/'+1E in Z. The natural homomorphism ß

of Ext(Z, E/'+1E) into Ext(Z, E) maps, by its definition, the extension Q

upon the central extension R of Z by E which is determined by the central

factor set/(x, y), defined by the rule:

f(x, y) = F('+1Ex, '+lEy) for x, y in E.

Finally it should be remembered that R is mapped by the natural homo-

morphism 7 of Ext(Z, E) into Ext(Z, 'E) upon the uniquely determined sub-

group 5 of R, satisfying Z^S^R and S/Z= 'E; or S = Z'R.

A. Suppose that P belongs to the kernel K of the natural homomorphism

ao. Then .S is the splitting extension of Z by 'E, and there exists therefore a

single-valued 'FtoZfunction t(x) such that t(l) = 1 and f(x,y) =t(x)t(y)t(xy)~1

for x, y in 'E. If x happens to be in i+1£, then we infer from the definition of

f(r, s) that 1 = F(l, i+1Ey) =/(x, y) =t(x)t(y)t(xy)~1, and since a like argument

applies, if y is in i+1E, we have shown :

(a) t(xy) = t(x)t(y), if x or y is in i+1E.

Since the elements t(z) belong to the abelian group Z, we infer t(xy) =t(yx)

from (a) whenever x is in 'E and y is in i+1E. This implies in particular:

(b) ¿(x) = lforxin ('E, i+1£).

Combining (a) and (b) we obtain:

(c) t(x) induces a homomorphism of i+1E/{'E, i+1E) into Z.

If X is a coset of 'E/'+1E, then let r(X) be a representative of this coset,

r(l) = 1. Put s(X) =/(r(AT))-1. Now we deduce from (a) and the commutativ-

ity of P: If X and Fare in 'E/'+lE, then

FiX, Y)s{X)siY)siXY)~1

= MX), r(Y))s(X)s(Y)s(XY)-^

= l(r(X))l(r(Y))t(r(X)r(Y))-H(r(X))-H(r(Y))~H(r(XY))

= t(r(X)r(Y))-H(r(XY)) = t(r(X)r(Y)r(XY)^)~\

since r(AXFMATF)-1 belongs to i+1E. The elements («£, '+1E)r(X)r(Y)r(XY)-1

form a central factor set of 'E/'+1E in i+1E/('E, i+1£), defining *£/(<£, i+1£),

and this central factor set is mapped by the homomorphism /(z>)-1 of

i+lE/('E, i+1E) into Z—by (c)—upon a central factor set associated to

FiX, Y). Hence there exists a homomorphism 77 of '£/('£, i+1£) into P which

induces the identity in *£/i+1£ and which induces i(v)_1 in i+1£/(i£, i+1£).

But P is abelian, and thus (*£, '£) is mapped upon 1 by 77. Since ('£, <+1£)

iS('£, '"£) ii i+1£, we have shown the existence of a homomorphism of

'E/('E, 'E) into P which induces the identity in 'E/i+1E, and we have proved

the necessity of our condition.

B. Suppose now that there exists a homomorphism of 'E/('E, '£) into P

which induces the identity in *£/<+1£. Then there exists clearly a homo-

morphism v of 'E into P which induces the identity in 'E/'+1E. In every
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coset X of ¡E/i+xE select a representative r(X); in particular r(l) = l. The

element r(X)' is then a representative of the coset of P/Z which corresponds

to X in 'E/^E, and the elements r(Xyr(Y)"r(XY)-' form therefore a cen-

tral factor set of iE/i+xE, defining the abelian extension £ of Z by *£/i+1£.

Consequently there exist elements c(X) in Z such that c(l ) = 1 and

r(Xyr(Y)'r(XY)-" = c(X)c(Y)c(XY)-x F(X, Y) for X, Fin W/^E.
If x is an element in *'£, then x~V(i+1£x) belongs to <+1£. Hence s(x)

= c(i+xEx)~x(x~xr('+xEx))' is, for every x in 'E, an element in Z; in particular

s(l) = 1. Since £ is an abelian group, we find

s(x)s(y)s(xyYx = c(<+1£x)-1c(i+1£y)-1c(<+1£xy)r(<+1£x)'r(<+1£y)'r(<+1£xy)-"

= FC+xEx, i+xEy) = f(x, y).

Thus we have shown that the defining central factor set of the central exten-

sion S of Z by '£ is a transformation set. But S is the map of £ under the

natural homomorphism of Abext(Z, 'E/'+xE) upon 2+, and thus we have

shown that £ belongs to the kernel K, proving the sufficiency of our condition.

Corollary 7. If '£/('£, *E) is a splitting extension of i+1£/(\£, '£) by

*£/<+1£, then the natural homomorphism of Abext(Z, 'E/'+xE) upon 2+ is an

isomorphism.

Proof. There exists a subgroup F of '£/(*£, *£) such that *£/(*£, *£)

= V[i+XE/CE, <£)] and 1 = FH [i+xE/CE, '22) j. If £ is an abelian extension

of Z by iE/i+xE, and if the homomorphism 77 of '£/('£, *£) into £ induces

the identity in 'E/i+xE, then 77 effects an isomorphism of V, and every coset

of P/Z contains one and only one element of F', proving that £ is a splitting

abelian extension of Z by 'E/'+xE. Now our contention is an immediate con-

sequence of Theorem 6.

Theorem 7. The system of the ith representation groups of G/N is exactly

a coset of 2/2+.

Proof. If £ is an tth representation group of G/N, then £ is essentially

the same as a group 'G/W where i+xN¿ W and where iN/i+iN is the direct

product of W/i+xN and of dNr\i+xG)/i+xN. Thus G/W is a central extension

of Z by £, and there exists a homomorphism 77 of H = G/i+xN upon G/W

which maps M=iN/i+xN upon Z=(iNr\i+xG)/i+xN and which leaves invari-

ant every element in E and in Z. Consequently G/ W belongs to the system A°,

and this system is by Corollary 5 a coset of A/A+. It is furthermore clear that

every group in A0 may be represented in this form G/W. But the tth repre-

sentation groups of G/N are just the images of these groups G/W, that is,

of the groups in A0, under the natural homomorphism 7 of A into 2. Since

A+ is mapped by 7 upon 2+, it follows now that the system of the tth represen-

tation groups of G/N is exactly the coset [A°]t of 2/2+, as we intended to

show.
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Corollary 8. If 'G/[('G, {G)iN] is a splitting extension of
[i+1GiN]/[('G, {G)iN] by <G/(<+1G,Ar), then the system of the ith representation

groups of G/N is a coset of the group Kxt[(iNf~\ i+1G)/i+iN, 'G/iN] modulo a sub-

group which is a natural isomorphic map of Abext[(jArf^*flG)/,+iAr,iG/(<+1GiAr)].

This is an almost immediate consequence ofTheorem 7 and of Corollary 7,

if one substitutes—as we did in the proof of Theorem 7—for £, Z and 2 their

original definitions.

Remark 3. It is clear that the condition of Corollary 8 is satisfied when-

ever i+1GiN=('G, (G)iN. This is obviously the case for i = 0. It has been

pointed out in Remark 1 of §3 that (NC\lG)/iN is just the multiplicator of

G/N. Corollary 8 reduces, therefore, for i = 0 to a result that—-at least for

finite G/N—has already been obtained by I. Schur and others(37).

Corollary 9. If every abelian extension of (iNr\'+lG) /',+iA7by 'G/('+1GiN)

is a splitting extension, then there exists one and only one ith representation

group of G/N.

Proof. It follows from the hypothesis of this corollary that Abext (Z, *£/ <+1£)

= 1. Thus the contention of this corollary is an immediate consequence of

Theorems 7 and 6.

Remark 4. The hypothesis of Corollary 9 is certainly satisfied whenever

'G/('+lGiN) is a free abelian group. It is furthermore satisfied whenever

(<A7T\i+1G)/,+iA7'and 'G/C^GiN) are finite abelian groups of relatively prime

order.

Corollary 10. If N^(G, G), then there exists, for every i, one and only

one ith representation group of G/N.

Proof. From N^ (G, G) one deduces by complete induction that .ATg *+1G.

Hence 'G/(i+1G,A7) = 'G/i+1G, and this group is a free abelian group, since G

is a free group(38). Now Corollary 10 is an immediate consequence of Corol-

lary 9.

Remark 5. It is easy to see that our main results like Theorem 7 and Corol-

lary 8 would not be true without the hypothesis that G is a free group. Ex-

plicit use has been made of this hypothesis in only three instances, namely

in the proofs of Corollaries 3 and 5 and of Theorem 5.
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